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CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

Leonard: What’s going on?
Officer: Are you the roommate?
Leonard: Yeah, Leonard Hofstadter. What happened?
Officer: Your friend here called 9-1-1 to report a robbery.
Leonard: Oh my God. What did they get?
Sheldon: What didn’t they get? They got my enchanted weapons, my vicious gladiator armor, my wand of untainted power, and all my gold!
Leonard: You called the police because someone hacked your World of Warcraft account?
Sheldon: What choice did I have? The mighty Sheldor, level 85 Blood Elf, hero of the Eastern Kingdoms has been picked clean like a carcass in the desert sun. Plus, the FBI hung up on me...
Officer: Good luck fellas.
Leonard: Thank you, officer.

Officer: Dr. Cooper, I’m sorry for your loss, but the Pasadena police department doesn’t have jurisdiction in Pandora.¹

If the Pasadena police department doesn’t have jurisdiction in Pandora, then who does? In virtual worlds, individuals from around the world interact with each other with no conception of real-world location, transcending physical boundaries such that it raises questions about the validity of the law of any specific jurisdiction. The marketplaces in virtual worlds, where users transact in currency that has real-world value, are causing disputes that spill outside of the virtual world and into courtrooms.² The creation of online environments to support fantasy via role-play and anonymity raises issues for real-world dispute resolution. The problem is whether an individual who harms another in the virtual world is causing harm solely to an avatar in the virtual world, or is actually harming an individual in a real-world location—a location where that individual has sufficient ties to support bringing suit in that forum.

Before virtual worlds like Second Life and Entropia Universe had millions of subscribers,³ John Perry Barlow⁴ and David R. Johnson and David Post⁵ argued that cyberspace was a separate jurisdiction, providing a lawless, Wild West-like terrain. Today,

---

¹ The Big Bang Theory: The Zarnecki Incursion (CBS television broadcast Mar. 31, 2011).
⁵ David R. Johnson & David Post, Law and Borders—The Rise of Law in Cyberspace, 48 STAN. L. REV. 1367, 1367 (1996) (arguing that cyberspace should be a separate jurisdiction).
virtual worlds provide landscapes closer to the Wild West than Barlow, Johnson, and Post envisioned. Virtual world interactions are anonymous, taking place through avatars representing what the user chooses to be represented as in the virtual world. Because of this anonymity and ability to connect instantaneously with the entire world, interactions in virtual worlds have no ties to physical geography.

But while these interactions only take place in cyberspace, disputes arising in virtual worlds present real-world legal issues. Is the current statutory framework structured to protect U.S. citizens? In the 1990s, legal thinkers began to raise questions of proper jurisdiction and whether there could ever be a suitable forum for disputes arising in cyberspace.\(^6\) While courts today often resolve the jurisdictional issue by applying the tests articulated in either *Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.*\(^7\) or *Calder v. Jones*\(^8\) the recent rise of elaborate virtual worlds presents a more complex question: where can we sue people when our transactions don’t really take place anywhere, and no one knows who or where we are?

In Part I, this Note will give a background of the evolution of the reach of jurisdiction from physical territory-based jurisdiction to the jurisdiction over Internet disputes. Part I will also provide a primer on virtual worlds and virtual world-based disputes.


\(^7\) 952 F. Supp. 1119, 1124 (W.D. Pa. 1997) (holding that personal jurisdiction for websites should be based on a “sliding scale” representing the “nature and quality of commercial activity that an entity conducts over the Internet.”).

\(^8\) 465 U.S. 783, 789–91 (1984) (holding that personal jurisdiction existed where the defendant expressly aimed his conduct at the forum state, knowingly causing injury in that state). *See, e.g.*, Tamburo v. Dworkin, 601 F.3d 693, 697 (7th Cir. 2010) (applying the test from *Calder*); Toys “R” Us, Inc. v. Step Two S.A., 318 F.3d 446, 452 (3d Cir. 2003) (applying the test from *Zippo*).
concluding with a discussion of Amaretto Ranch Breedables v. Ozimals, a pending case espousing the significant jurisdictional issues inherent in virtual world-based disputes. In Part II, this Note will discuss the different problems of jurisdiction for virtual world-based disputes, ranging from in personam jurisdiction and substantive law to minimum contacts and personal jurisdiction. In Part III, this Note will discuss how the virtual world sovereigns are in the best position to resolve virtual world-based disputes through End User License Agreements (“EULA”) fixing set jurisdictions and relevant parameters for dispute resolution. Part III will also argue that while EULA provisions may resolve questions of jurisdiction for any particular virtual world, absent such provisions, only a theory of worldwide purposeful availment will protect citizen-players.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The Evolution of Jurisdiction from Pennoyer to Zippo

Before virtual worlds existed, and long before Al Gore invented the Internet, jurisdictions had physical boundaries. The paradigmatic civil procedure case for all first-year law students, Pennoyer v. Neff, noted two principles of public law regarding jurisdiction: (1) “every State possesses exclusive sovereignty over persons and property within its territory”; and (2) “no State can exercise jurisdiction over persons or property without its territory.”

Since the 1877 case, the Supreme Court has reevaluated jurisdictional boundaries. Post-Pennoyer advances in technology

---

10 See Late Edition with Wolf Blitzer: Interview of Al Gore (CNN television broadcast Mar. 9, 1999).
12 Id.
13 See e.g., Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 415–16 (1984) (declining to find general personal jurisdiction for a Colombia-based company because of a lack of “continuous and systematic” contacts with the forum state); World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 295–99 (1980) (finding that a New York car dealership did not have sufficient minimum contacts with Oklahoma even
minimized the importance of territorial-based boundaries.\textsuperscript{14} With technological advances over the years continuing to blur the physical boundaries, states needed to protect their residents from harms; jurisdiction boundaries based on territory were insufficient in the increasingly mobilized age.\textsuperscript{15}

Today, personal jurisdiction comes in one of two forms: general jurisdiction and specific jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{16} General jurisdiction applies to any type of claim in a given state where the defendant has “continuous and systematic” contacts with the forum state.\textsuperscript{17} “Continuous and systematic” contacts may be reflected by residing in the state or having a place of business in the state.\textsuperscript{18} Specific jurisdiction applies where the defendant does not have a residence or place of business in the state, but has “certain minimum contacts with [the forum] such that the maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.”\textsuperscript{19} To be a sufficient basis for jurisdiction, these minimum contacts must

\textsuperscript{14} See Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 250–51 (1958) (“As technological progress has increased the flow of commerce between States, the need for jurisdiction over nonresidents has undergone a similar increase.”).

\textsuperscript{15} See id.

\textsuperscript{16} Arthur T. von Mehren & Donald T. Trautman, Jurisdiction to Adjudicate: A Suggested Analysis, 79 HARV. L. REV. 1121, 1136–37, 1144–45 (1966) (articulating the parameters of general and specific personal jurisdiction); see also Helicopteros, 466 U.S. at 414 nn.8–9 (discussing general and personal jurisdiction).

\textsuperscript{17} Helicopteros, 466 U.S. at 415–16 (citing Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining Co., 342 U.S. 437, 438 (1952)).

\textsuperscript{18} See id.

\textsuperscript{19} Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945) (internal quotation marks omitted). See also Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 487 (1985) (holding that a franchisee contracting with a corporation in the forum state had sufficient minimum contacts with the forum state to warrant personal jurisdiction, and that it was reasonably foreseeable the defendants would be haled into the forum state).
make it foreseeable that a defendant could be haled to litigate in the forum state.\footnote{Burger King, 471 U.S. at 474.}

In the 1990s, as Internet usage and litigation related to that use increased, the problems of defining jurisdiction and applying “minimum contacts” to Internet-based cases became much more prevalent.\footnote{See \textit{e.g.}, CompuServe, Inc. v. Patterson, 89 F.3d 1257, 1262, 1268–69 (6th Cir. 1996) (noting that contacts with a forum in an almost-entirely electronic context provided a question of first impression for personal jurisdiction, but ultimately finding the defendant had sufficient minimum contacts); \textit{Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.}, 952 F. Supp. 1119, 1123–24 (W.D. Pa. 1997) (creating a “sliding scale” to address Internet-based communications because of the novel problems presented by personal jurisdiction on the Internet).} Although the Internet enabled users in any state to create websites viewable by any person around the country (and the world), it raised questions as to when a website operator could be sued in any given state.\footnote{See Joel R. Reidenberg, \textit{Technology and Internet Jurisdiction}, 153 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1951, 1951 (2005) (noting that “current Internet technology creates ambiguity for sovereign territory because network boundaries intersect and transcend national borders.”); \textit{see also} Geist, \textit{supra} note 6, at 1354–60.} In \textit{Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.}, the Pennsylvania-based Zippo lighter manufacturer brought suit against Zippo Dot Com, a California-based Internet newsgroup,\footnote{A newsgroup is an online discussion board where members may post messages, view and download content. \textit{Newsgroup Definition}, \textit{PC Magazine Encyclopedia} (Oct. 20, 2011, 6:22 PM), http://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia_term/0,2542,t=newsgroup&i=47953.00.asp#fшиб=vWCN-7-XszY.} in the Western District of Pennsylvania.\footnote{\textit{Zippo}, 952 F. Supp. at 1119.} The lighter manufacturer sued for trademark dilution, among other things; Zippo Mfg. claimed that the Zippo Usenet infringed on its trademark via its domain name.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 1121.} Wrestling with the concept of personal jurisdiction in cyberspace, the court determined that a slightly tailored version of \textit{International Shoe Co. v. Washington}’s minimum contacts test should apply to websites.\footnote{\textit{See id.} at 1124 & n.5 (looking to several published articles on personal jurisdiction and the Internet to determine how \textit{International Shoe} may apply).} The court held that minimum contacts should be decided based upon a sliding scale representing the “nature and quality of commercial activity” in the forum state.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 1124.} While passive websites that merely provide
information to viewers would not satisfy minimum contacts, websites that solicit business over the Internet in the forum state may be sufficient for personal jurisdiction.\(^{28}\)

Since *Zippo*, many courts have chosen to use the sliding scale test to determine jurisdiction for websites.\(^{29}\) However, some jurisdictions have resisted the *Zippo* Court’s reasoning.\(^{30}\) The Seventh Circuit, in particular, has elected not to apply *Zippo*.\(^{31}\) In *Tamburo v. Dworkin*, the Seventh Circuit rejected *Zippo*, choosing instead to analyze minimum contacts following the Supreme Court’s decision in *Calder v. Jones*.\(^{32}\) In *Calder*, the Supreme Court found that the defendant purposefully directed activity into the forum state by committing an intentional act expressly aimed at the forum state, which caused harm that the defendant knew was likely to be suffered in the forum state.\(^{33}\) Applying *Calder’s*

---

28 Id.
30 E.g., Tamburo v. Dworkin, 601 F.3d 693, 703 (7th Cir. 2010) (“Some circuits have followed *Zippo* when ‘electronic contacts’ over the Internet are at issue . . . . We have not specifically done so.”); Best Van Lines, Inc. v. Walker, 490 F.3d 239, 252 (2d Cir. 2007) (“We think that a website’s interactivity may be useful for analyzing personal jurisdiction . . . . but only insofar as it helps to decide whether the defendant ‘transacts any business’ in [the forum State] . . . .”).
31 E.g., uBid, Inc. v. GoDaddy Group, Inc., 623 F.3d 421, 434–35 (7th Cir. 2010) (applying the test articulated in *Calder* in lieu of *Zippo*); Illinois v. Hemi Group LLC., 622 F.3d 754, 759 (7th Cir. 2010); *Tamburo*, 601 F.3d at 703 n.7.
32 *Tamburo*, 601 F.3d at 703 (“As a more general matter, we hesitate to fashion a special jurisdictional test for Internet-based cases. *Calder* speaks directly to personal jurisdiction in intentional-tort cases; the principles articulated there can be applied to cases involving tortious conduct committed over the Internet.”). See also generally *Calder v. Jones*, 465 U.S. 783 (1984).
33 *Calder*, 465 U.S. at 788–89. In *Calder*, a California-based actress brought suit against a Florida-based tabloid publisher in California, alleging libel, invasion of privacy, and intentional infliction of emotional harm. *Id.* at 785. The Supreme Court held that although the tabloid was based in Florida, the intentional torts allegedly committed were expressly aimed at the forum state because the tabloid knew the publication would harm the plaintiff’s reputation as an actress in California. *Id.* at 789–90. Therefore, it was
holding, the court in Tamburo acknowledged that activity “expressly aimed” at the forum state is sufficient for jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{34} Whether courts follow the Zippo test or the Tamburo approach, personal jurisdiction analysis in Internet cases is rooted in “minimum contacts.”\textsuperscript{35} The sliding scale in Zippo uses a “minimum contacts” analysis to determine a website’s level of interactivity, and thus determine whether the court has jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{36} Therefore, the concept of “minimum contacts” will bear upon the relationship of people participating in virtual worlds because of their technological, and not geographical, connectivity.

B. Virtual Worlds

Penny: I was just dropping off a cheesecake to Sheldon. He was robbed of a bunch of imaginary crap that’s useful in a make believe place.\textsuperscript{37}

Generally virtual worlds are populated by users who create identities different from their own.\textsuperscript{38} In the virtual world one is an avatar, a representation of who one chooses to be, whether it be

\textsuperscript{34} Tamburo, 601 F.3d at 704. Following Tamburo, the court in Hemi Group LLC noted, “Although several other circuits have explicitly adopted the sliding scale approach, our court has expressly declined to do so. . . . [T]he traditional due process inquiry . . . is not so difficult to apply to cases involving Internet contacts that courts need some sort of easier-to-apply categorical test.” 622 F.3d at 758–59 (citation omitted). In Howard v. Missouri Bone and Joint Cir., Inc., the court disagreed with the “arbitrary ‘sliding scale’ approach” in Zippo. 869 N.E.2d 207, 212 (Ill. App. 5 Dist., 2007). The court reasoned that the level of interactivity on a webpage was irrelevant. Id. An interactive website, the court reasoned, is more akin to telephone or mail communications, whereas a passive website is more akin to a static advertisement. Id. Thus, the court chose to analyze the webpage at issue not by examining its level of interactivity, but by comparing it to offline advertisements. Id. at 213.

\textsuperscript{35} See, e.g., uBID, 623 F.3d at 425; Toys “R” Us, Inc. v. Step Two, S.A., 318 F.3d 446, 452 (3d Cir. 2003).

\textsuperscript{36} See Hemi Group LLC., 622 F.3d at 759.

\textsuperscript{37} The Big Bang Theory, supra note 1.

male, female, troll, knight or orc. The interactions one has in a virtual world affect the avatars and the virtual space. Users may invest in their avatars using real-world currency to purchase items, open a virtual shop, or buy a virtual island. Some entrepreneurial avatars have made their fortunes in virtual worlds. In May 2006, Second Life avatar Anshe Chung graced the cover of Businessweek. Ms. Chung, a land developer in Second Life, employed 17 people to help her grow her business, which, at the time of the article, had virtual holdings worth about $250,000 real-world U.S. dollars. In Entropia Universe, avatar Neverdie purchased a virtual asteroid for $100,000 real-world U.S. dollars by taking out a mortgage on his real-world house. In 2010, Neverdie sold the asteroid for $635,000.

Virtual worlds are becoming increasingly important in society as their burgeoning real-world-valued economies put them on par with sovereign nations. Moreover, countries like the Malta and

39 Id. at 31 (“A virtual world . . . [S]hould be an interactive simulation, meaning that it offers an imitation of reality and allows users to affect the reality represented.”).
40 Id. at 15.
41 Id at 15. Although a virtual sword will never enter the real world to become a real, tangible sword, disputes regarding virtual property have spilled into the real world. Qiu Chengwei, a forty-one-year-old man from China, loaned his dragon sabre from the online game, Legend of Mir 3, to his friend, Zuo Caoyuan. Zuo then sold the sabre for 7,200 yuan (approximately $872 USD). The police, like the officer in the Big Bang Theory episode, said that the sword was not real and that they would not prosecute Zuo for the theft. So, Qui obtained a real-world knife and repeatedly stabbed Zuo in the chest. Mike Slocombe, Legend of Mir Gamer Killed After Selling Virtual Sword, DIGITAL LIFESTYLES (Mar. 31, 2005, 4:33 P.M.), http://digital-lifestyles.info/2005/03/31/legend-of-mir-3-gamer-killed-after-selling-virtual-sword/; ‘Game Theft’ Led to Fatal Attack, BBC NEWS (Mar. 31, 2005, 3:52 P.M.), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/4397159.stm.
42 Robert D. Hof, My Virtual Life, BUSINESWEEK (May 1, 2006), available at http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/06_18/b3982001.htm.
44 Bates, supra note 44.
45 See Dean Takahashi, Second Life’s Economy Grows 65% to $567M, VENTURE BEAT (Jan. 19, 2010), http://venturebeat.com/2010/01/19/second-lifes-economy-grows-65-to-567m/ (noting that Second Life’s GDP grew by 65% in 2009 to $567 million USD); GDP
Macedonia are creating virtual embassies in Second Life.47 Yet, virtual worlds exist entirely on computer servers and software, and do not provide sovereign territory.48

The laws governing conduct in virtual worlds exist largely in contract and in code.49 If a virtual world operator does not want users to act in a certain way, violation of the rules would allow a breach of contract suit in a forum favored by the virtual world operator.50 To further ensure compliance with the rules of the virtual world, the operator can program the virtual world to prevent the user from committing wrongs.51 In this way, disputes arising in virtual worlds can be adjudicated internally,52 facilitated by creators of virtual worlds who have omnipotent sovereign ability to


48 See LASTOWKA, supra note 38, at 49 (“World of Warcraft is set in the world of Azeroth, a virtual environment that currently spans three virtual continents. At the same time, the virtual world of Azeroth spans the non-virtual globe, with over ten million players in Asia, North America, and Europe.”).

49 See, e.g., LASTOWKA, supra note 38, at 135 (“[B]oth domain names and virtual property use computer code to mimic real world properties. . . . One person’s use of virtual property precludes or interferes with another person’s use simply because this is how the simulation is coded.”); Terms of Service, SECOND LIFE, at § 12.2, http://secondlife.com/corporate/tos.php (last visited Mar. 20, 2011) (creating a Terms of Service governing virtual world participant conduct).

50 Assuming, of course, that the operator has a valid contract with the user that includes a choice of forum clause. See, e.g., Terms of Service, supra note 49, at § 12.2 (noting California as the applicable law and venue for any dispute).

51 See LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE 2.0 6 (2006) ("We can build, or architect, or code cyberspace to protect values that we believe are fundamental. Or we can build, architect, or code cyberspace to allow those values to disappear."); Joel R. Reidenberg, Lex Informatica: The Formulation of Information Policy Rules Through Technology, 76 TEX. L. REV. 553, 577–78 (1998).

affect users and virtual possessions.\textsuperscript{53} Participating in virtual worlds is contingent upon signing a EULA, which grants the virtual world operator sovereign authority over the user. Therefore, causing harm to another user in violation of the terms may result in the sovereign unilaterally taking action against a user.\textsuperscript{54}

Even without formal laws or EULA provisions, community rules often exist in virtual worlds to promote certain user behavior.\textsuperscript{55} Virtual worlds like Club Penguin, Second Life, and World of Warcraft all have rules prohibiting conduct like harassment or revealing personal information.\textsuperscript{56}

In an online game, League of Legends (“LoL”), the operators found a different way to settle player disputes and address player misconduct: create a player-supported virtual tribunal.\textsuperscript{57} Players on LoL review cases against other players who use offensive language, bully, or commit “any other sort of imaginable or unimaginable infraction.”\textsuperscript{58} These “judges” have the power to rule on cases against their fellow players.\textsuperscript{59} While this system is interesting in its community-centered model of justice, the tribunal does not deal with disputes arising from the in-game currency that users can purchase with real-world currency.\textsuperscript{60}

In a Second Life community,\textsuperscript{61} Chilbo, the Chilbo Community Building Project (“CCBP”) organization defines community

\textsuperscript{53} Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc., 487 F. Supp. 2d 593, 597 (E.D. Pa. 2007). In Bragg, Second Life unilaterally froze Bragg’s account for what it believed to be a violation of Second Life’s Terms of Service, effectively confiscating all of his virtual property. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{54} See Terms of Service, supra note 49, at § 8.2 (“Any violation by you of the terms of this Section may result in immediate suspension or termination of your Accounts without any refund or other compensation”).

\textsuperscript{55} Lastowka, supra note 38, at 96–99.

\textsuperscript{56} Lastowka, supra note 38, at 97–98.


\textsuperscript{58} Totilo, supra note 52.

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{61} In Second Life, the virtual world consists of many different virtual islands owned by different individuals and organizations. Users can freely travel around the Second Life
standards for the territory. In Second Life, CCBP holds the land and it makes determinations whether users can work on or improve the land. Chilbo residents must abide by the community standards and any disputes that arise are resolved by the community.

In LambdaMOO, an early virtual world, an avatar going by the name Mr. Bungle “raped” two avatars. In the LambdaMoo multi-user dungeon (“MUD”), Mr. Bungle used a voodoo doll to force two avatars to perform sexual acts on him. The LambdaMOO community was outraged. They called for Mr. Bungle to be “toaded”—essentially rendered powerless. A few wanted the university Mr. Bungle attended in the real-world to reprimand him for sexual harassment. Others cried out for Mr. Bungle to be charged criminally. Some felt this was an issue that took place in the virtual space and should be resolved in the virtual space. The only way to punish another user, however, was through a wizard—One of the architects of the MUD who had programmer-level powers. In LambdaMOO, the wizards chose terrain to visit any community. Many of the communities are themed (i.e. pirate-themed or wizard-themed or Japanese language-themed) and request that users visiting their communities abide by community rules (i.e. wearing pirate attire). See What is Second Life?, SECOND LIFE, http://secondlife.com/whatis/lang=en-US#Welcome (last visited Oct. 29, 2011); see also Chilbo Basics, CHILBO ROAD PRESS, http://www.chilbo.org/blog/chilbo-basics/ (last visited Oct. 29, 2011).

62 Chilbo Basics, supra note 61.
63 See id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
67 MUDs, or multi-user-dungeons, are multiplayer real-time text-based virtual worlds, popularized in the early 1990s. They traditionally have been role-playing games set in fantasy worlds. Lastowka, supra note 38, at 39–40.
68 Dibbel, supra note 66.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Id.
74 Id.
not to preside over disputes and would only effectuate changes agreed upon by the community.\textsuperscript{75} Prior to the Bungle incident, the community had never dealt with a serious dispute.\textsuperscript{76}

In the virtual community meeting to determine Mr. Bungle’s fate, the room filled with users of all persuasions—“the anarchists, the libertarians, the legalists, [and] the wizardists”—converging to debate the fate of Mr. Bungle.\textsuperscript{77} Mr. Bungle even made a brief appearance to defend himself, claiming that his actions had no impact in the real world.\textsuperscript{78} At the end of the meeting, although there was no general consensus, a wizard chose to banish Mr. Bungle from LambdaMoo.\textsuperscript{79} In the Bungle incident, the victims received the justice they sought out: Mr. Bungle harmed them in the virtual world, so Mr. Bungle was punished in the virtual world.\textsuperscript{80} The Bungle incident demonstrates that a virtual world can, at least in certain disputes, self-adjudicate legal matters.\textsuperscript{81}

Unfortunately, virtual worlds do not always take such internal action.\textsuperscript{82} When large sums of money are involved, participants opt to litigate in real-world courts to protect their investments as opposed to dealing with a virtual world tribunal that may not provide the remedy sought.\textsuperscript{83} When the motive is profit and not community integrity, the path of recourse for the participants involved changes; the wall dividing the virtual world from the real world is torn down.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{75}Id.
\textsuperscript{76}Id.
\textsuperscript{77}Id.
\textsuperscript{78}Id.
\textsuperscript{79}Id.
\textsuperscript{80}See id.
\textsuperscript{81}See id.
\textsuperscript{83}See, e.g., infra Part I.C. (discussing virtual world transactions spilling into real-world courtrooms due to the large sums of money involved).
\textsuperscript{84}See, e.g., id.
C. Virtual Worlds and Real-World Courts

The issue of jurisdiction arises when a virtual world sovereign fails to take the action an injured party desires. In July 2007, Eros LLC, a seller of virtual adult products in Second Life, filed suit against a fictitious defendant alleging copyright infringement and subpoenaed Linden Research, the owner and operator of Second Life, to obtain the identity of the virtual bed counterfeiter. Then, in October 2007, Eros and five other Second Life entrepreneurs brought suit against a Queens man for unlawfully copying their products. In September 2009, Eros and Shannon Grei, a resident of Second Life, filed a class action against Linden, alleging trademark infringement and copyright infringement claiming that Linden ignored other Second Life users’ infringing actions. The complaint alleged that users were...
able to copy unique assets in Second Life by using programs like “CopyBot” which could make duplicates of copyrighted and trademarked items owned by the plaintiff, and that Linden Research “conduct[ed] little supervision or enforcement to insure that such content copying [was] eliminated, minimized, or detected.”\(^90\) One pivotal feature in the dispute was the fact that sellers on Second Life are completely anonymous (appearing only as their avatars in Second Life) and enjoy their anonymity.\(^91\) With Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) takedown notices utilized by copyright-holders to have their pirated content removed from Second Life, the plaintiff’s identity and the identities of the alleged copiers would have been released to the public.\(^92\) In March 2011, the parties settled and the case closed without a court hearing the issues.\(^93\)

In 2008, Richard Minsky, an artist with an avatar and business in Second Life named “ArtWorld Market” brought suit against Linden Research, its CEO, and a John Doe (avatar Victor Vezina), among others, in the Northern District of New York, alleging trademark infringement.\(^94\) Minsky had trademarked the phrase merely use the brand-name makers’ designs and trademarks. The same is true of the knockoff SexGen products sold within Second Life.”).

\(^90\) Complaint at ¶ 28, Eros, LLC v. Linden Research, Inc., Case No. CV 09 4269 (N.D. Cal. Sep. 15, 2009).

\(^91\) Id. at ¶ 31.

\(^92\) Id. The DMCA takedown notice acts as a disincentive for sellers of goods who wish to continue to remain anonymous in Second Life. Id. (“Because many content creators in Second Life choose to remain anonymous, this aspect of the DMCA has an intimidating and chilling effect on those content creators who do not wish to jeopardize their privacy and anonymity.”).


“SLART” to describe his Second Life art. He made a demand for Linden Research to remove what he deemed to be infringements on his federally registered trademark. Linden Research failed to comply and Minsky sued. The court granted Minsky a temporary restraining order preventing Linden Labs from having any other Second Life resident use the SLART trademark. Ultimately, Minsky never served Victor Vezina with a summons and the remaining parties settled. As of April 7, 2009, Minsky’s trademark had been cancelled.

In Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc., a user brought suit in a Pennsylvania state court against Linden, a California-based corporation, and its CEO, Philip Rosedale, for suspending Bragg’s account after Linden believed Bragg improperly purchased a parcel of land using an “exploit.” Upon joining Second Life, Bragg agreed to the Second Life Terms of Service (“ToS”), which provided that all disputes between users and Linden would be settled in arbitration in San Francisco. However, the Eastern

97 Id. at ¶¶ 28–36, 37.
100 SLART, Registration No. 3399258.
102 See id. at 567. An “exploit” is a bug or design flaw in a game used to a player’s advantage in a manner not intended by the game developers. See, e.g., James Grimmelmann, Virtual World Law, in BUSINESS AND LEGAL PRIMER FOR GAME DEVELOPMENT 311, 328–29 (S. Gregory Boyd & Brian Green eds., 2006), available at http://james.grimmelmann.net/files/VirtualWorldLaw.pdf.
District of Pennsylvania court found the ToS arbitration clause to be both procedurally and substantively unconscionable where the agreement was an adhesion contract, the user had no bargaining power and the terms were one-sided and hidden. The Court therefore found that the Second Life ToS were unenforceable and Bragg could file suit in Pennsylvania. While the parties ultimately settled, the court extensively discussed whether Rosedale had sufficient minimum contacts to remain a party in the suit. The court found minimum contacts via Rosedale’s real-world nationwide campaign to induce users to visit Second Life. Once inside Second Life, the court noted, “participants could even interact with Rosedale’s avatar on Second Life during town hall meetings that he held on the topic of virtual property.” While the court found personal jurisdiction over Rosedale based on a combination of real-world and potentially virtual-world contacts, the opinion sets the stage for a pure virtual world-based discussion of whether there may be personal jurisdiction over a user.

In Evans v. Linden Research, Inc., a case markedly similar to Bragg, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania upheld Linden’s forum selection clause. In the lawsuit, Evans alleged that Linden unlawfully confiscated his property. He further alleged that

---

104 Linden and Rosedale removed the case from state to federal court. Id. at 597.
105 Id. at 605–11.
106 Id. at 611.
109 Id. at 600.
110 Id.
111 See id.
112 763 F. Supp. 2d 735 (E.D. Pa., 2011).
113 Id. at 742. The case was even filed in the same district as Bragg. See Bragg, 487 F. Supp. 2d at 593. After Bragg, Linden remodeled its forum selection clause based on eBay’s. Eric Goldman, Second Life Forum Selection Clause Upheld—Evans v. Linden, TECH. & MKTG LAW BLOG (Feb. 9, 2011), http://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2011/02/second_life_for.htm.
Linden’s forum selection clause providing for mandatory jurisdiction and venue in Second Life’s home court\textsuperscript{115} was unconscionable due to the court’s prior ruling in \textit{Bragg}, thus permitting him to file in Pennsylvania as opposed to California.\textsuperscript{116} However, the court noted that since \textit{Bragg}, Linden improved its ToS,\textsuperscript{117} making the terms fair to all Second Life users.\textsuperscript{118} Since \textit{Bragg}, the Second Life ToS removed the provision requiring arbitration in San Francisco for all claims, replacing it with optional arbitration for disputes under $10,000 that could take place by “telephone, on-line, or by written submission, without having to appear in San Francisco.”\textsuperscript{119} Additionally, for claims over $10,000, the updated Second Life ToS permitted claimants to proceed in court as opposed to compelled arbitration as was required in \textit{Bragg}.\textsuperscript{120} The court then transferred the case to the Northern District of California as per the forum selection clause.\textsuperscript{121}

\textsuperscript{115} Excluding permissive virtual arbitration for low-dollar-value disputes. Goldman, \textit{supra} note 117.


\textsuperscript{118} Evans, 763 F. Supp. 2d at 741–42 (“In \textit{Bragg}, where the Court found the arbitration clause unconscionable, the arbitration clause was mandatory no matter the size of the claim and required the claimant to appear in San Francisco for a hearing on the claim. By contrast, the arbitration clause in Linden’s current ToS gives the claimant the option for claims under $10,000 to proceed to arbitration and to have the claim heard by telephone, on-line, or by written submission, without having to appear in San Francisco. Also under the current TOS, for any claim of $10,000 or more, the claimant retains the right to proceed in Court and is not compelled to go to arbitration as in \textit{Bragg}.”).

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.} at 741.

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id.} at 741 & n.4

In \textit{Bragg}, the arbitration clause of the TOS at issue provided: Any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with this Agreement or the performance, breach or termination thereof, shall be finally settled by binding arbitration in San Francisco, California under the
Another Second Life dispute, currently pending in the Northern District of California, illustrates the difficulty of finding a real-world jurisdiction to settle disputes arising in virtual worlds. Amaretto Ranch Breedables v. Ozimals, Inc., involves two virtual animal breeding businesses in Second Life. Amaretto Breedables is located in northern California; Ozimals is based in Alabama. Ozimals claimed Amaretto was infringing on its concept and function of a breedable virtual pet. Ozimals then sent a DMCA takedown notice to Linden Labs, demanding that they remove Amaretto’s virtual pets. In response, Amaretto sought a declaratory judgment in California that Amaretto did not violate Ozimals’s copyright. Seemingly to avoid the possibility of being haled to Alabama courts, Amaretto pre-empted Ozimals by filing suit first. Ozimals responded by filing in federal court in Alabama alleging copyright infringement.

Rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce by three arbitrators appointed in accordance with said rules.

Id. (citing Bragg, 487 F. Supp. 2d at 604).

Id. at 742.


Id. at ¶¶ 6–9.

Id. at ¶ 11. The complaint alleges that Amaretto violated Ozimals’s copyright based on virtual pet breeding software created by many individuals in Second Life among Amaretto and Ozimals. Id.

Id. at ¶ 12.

Id. at ¶ 1.

See id.

II. FINDING A COURT FOR VIRTUAL WORLD-BASED DISPUTES

A. Issues Unique to Virtual Worlds

Virtual world-based disputes create several new problems for jurisdiction, problems that do not exist in the realms of Internet-based or real-world-based disputes. Virtual disputes give rise to questions about whether the quality of contacts between a defendant and the plaintiff’s jurisdiction is sufficient to hale a defendant to the plaintiff’s forum, and whether a plaintiff may choose any forum and substantive law that he or she desires. In addition, another unique question arises concerning whether virtual world sovereigns are in a better position to solve these problems. The easiest way to examine the complexities of virtual world-based disputes is to compare them to real-world and online disputes.

1. Comparing Real World, Online and Virtual World Disputes

Disputes giving rise to lawsuits in the real world are markedly different from disputes arising from online transactions or disputes arising in the virtual world. The problem generally lies in the blindness to the real world that exists when one interacts in the virtual world.130 The following is a set of scenarios that illustrate the differences between real-world, Internet, and virtual transactions.

First, in the real-world, Al wants to sell Bowser a widget. Al from State A meets Bowser from State B in State B. Bowser pays Al for the widget and Al gives Bowser the widget. Bowser feels the widget is not as described and Al refuses to accept a return. Bowser sues Al in State B. Al can be sued in State B because he has sufficient minimum contacts with State B, having entered into and transacted business within the state.131 Al was in the forum

---

130 See LASTOWKA, supra note 38, at 45–47.
131 See Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945). Even if Al was not within the State, because he entered into a business transaction in the State he had sufficient minimum contacts with the forum. This exemplifies specific personal
during the business transaction and dispute, so he can reasonably expect to be sued in State B.\textsuperscript{132}

Second, Al and Bowser conduct business online. Al sells a widget on his website from his home computer in State A. Bowser, on his computer in State B, purchases the widget in State B. Al ships the widget from State A to State B. Bowser is unhappy with the widget and Al refuses to accept a return. Bowser sues Al in State B. Because Al knowingly conducted business across state lines with an individual in State B, despite the fact that he did not travel to or have a physical presence in State B, he may have satisfied the minimum contacts requirement to be sued in State B.\textsuperscript{133} While it may be unfair to Al to have to litigate in State B, transacting business outside one’s home state carries the risk of being haled into another forum.\textsuperscript{134} Al could have refused to sell a widget to someone in State B, but because he made his website available to residents of State B and knowingly sold a product to a consumer located in State B, he “purposefully availed” himself of State B’s jurisdiction and therefore it should have been foreseeable that he could be sued there.\textsuperscript{135}

Third, Al and Bowser conduct business online, dealing with an informational product that can be used in the real world. Al, who happens to be a musician, sells MP3s of his band’s music on his website from his home computer in State A.\textsuperscript{136} Bowser hears Al’s

\textsuperscript{132} See Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 472–73 & 473 n. 15 (1985) (noting that a forum may assert specific personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant who has “purposefully directed” activities at a resident of the forum and the litigation results from an injury arising out of those activities).

\textsuperscript{133} See, e.g., Int’l Shoe, 326 U.S. at 317 (“‘Presence’ in the state in this sense has never been doubted when the activities of the corporation there have not only been continuous and systematic, but also give rise to the liabilities sued on, even though no consent to be sued or authorization to an agent to accept service of process has been given.”).


\textsuperscript{135} See generally First Amended Compl., supra note 122.

\textsuperscript{136} For this example, Al’s music will presumably also be hosted on a computer server located in State A.
music from a 30-second sample on Al’s website. Bowser purchases one of Al’s songs from his computer in State B and downloads the song. Bowser then syncs his computer’s music library with his phone so he can listen to Al’s song while jogging in the park, bringing the computer-based transaction into the real world. Bowser realizes that the song he purchased was not the same song as the 30-second sample Al provided and wants a refund. Al denies the request and Bowser sues Al in State B. Here, Al did not have any direct contact with Bowser. Al may have been aware that an individual purchased his music via his website, but it is unlikely that Al would have known who Bowser was or where he was located.  

Al had general awareness that users with Internet access could purchase his music and put it on MP3 players in any state. As in the previous example, Al may have satisfied the minimum contacts requirement to be sued in State B. It may be unfair to Al to have to litigate in State B, but by making his content available to users around the world, he knew that these users could have purchased his content. It is possible therefore that he “purposefully availed” himself of State B’s jurisdiction by making his website and content available to individuals in State B in addition to profiting from MP3 sales generated in State B.

Finally, Al and Bowser conduct business in the virtual world. Al, from his computer in State A and through his avatar, ManBearPig, sells a virtual widget to Bowser through Bowser’s avatar, DestroyMario, in the virtual world, Third Life. Third Life’s servers that maintain the virtual world are located in State C. Bowser, at his computer in State B, purchases the virtual widget in

---

137 This also assumes that Al used a third-party payment processing service so he could not access Bragg’s credit card information.

138 Cf. Tamburo v. Dworkin, 601 F.3d 693, 706 (7th Cir. 2010) (holding that out-of-state defendants using websites to defame the plaintiff, knowing the plaintiff resided in the forum state and would be injured there, had sufficient minimum contacts with the forum state for specific personal jurisdiction).

139 See Geist, supra note 6, at 1380 (arguing for a targeting test that “would seek to identify the intentions of the parties and to assess the steps taken to either enter or avoid a particular jurisdiction.”); Reidenberg, supra note 22, at 1956 (implying that service providers who do not use geolocation filtering “purposefully avail” themselves of the rights and protections of the laws of all of the forums where they can be accessed). Cf. Tamburo, 601 F.3d at 706.
virtual world currency. Al and Bowser, who are represented by avatars in Third Life, have no idea where the other person lives. Bowser, unhappy with his purchase, files suit against Al in State B. Since he does not know who Al is, he subpoenas Al’s IP address and account information from Third Life, obtains the information and serves Al with a summons and complaint to appear in court in State B.\footnote{See, e.g., Plaintiff’s Ex Parte Motion for Leave to Issue Subpoenas and Conduct Related Discovery and Incorporated Memorandum of Law, Eros, LLC v. John Doe, No. 8:07-cv-01158 (M.D. Fl. Jul. 3, 2007), available at http://www.citmedialaw.org/sites/citmedialaw.org/files/Eros%20v%20Doe%20Complaint.pdf.}

Al, having no idea who Bowser is in the real-world or where he is from, is stunned, and now has to find a lawyer in State B.

One can see how applying the traditional notion of minimum contacts to the virtual space is problematic. To truly purposefully avail oneself of a particular forum, one must “expressly aim” activity towards the forum. Anyone around the world in Third Life may buy Al’s virtual goods. Therefore, Al can possibly be sued in any forum around the world.\footnote{See, e.g., First Amended Complaint, supra note 122.}

\footnote{See, e.g., First Amended Complaint, supra note 122; see also Geist, supra note 6, at 1380–81 (advocating for a “targeting” test for personal jurisdiction regarding Internet-based contacts through a three-factor test of: 1) contract between the parties; 2) technical measures used to either target or avoid a jurisdiction; and 3) actual or implied knowledge of reaching into a jurisdiction); Reidenberg, supra note 22, at 1956 (implying that service providers who do not use geolocation filtering “purposefully avail” themselves of the rights and protections of the laws of all of the forums where they can be accessed). Geist’s “targeting” test for jurisdiction may suggest that parties entering the virtual world 1) contract with the virtual world operator via EULA and agree to the virtual world sovereign’s rules; 2) understand that the virtual world’s technology will allow users to interact with individuals from around the world; and 3) either through actual virtual world interactions or implicitly, know there are users in a given virtual world from around the world with whom the user may buy and sell goods and services. Therefore, under Geist’s test all virtual world users may purposefully avail themselves of all jurisdictions. \textit{But see} Calder, 465 U.S. at 789–90 (finding jurisdiction over a party that has expressly aimed activity at the forum). \textit{Calder} may suggest that in the virtual world once cannot expressly aim contact at another. \textit{See infra I.A.2.}
Virtual world jurisdictional issues are more complex than Internet jurisdictional issues in that avatars in a virtual world may be unable to discover the location of the avatars with whom they do business.\textsuperscript{144} As a result, it may be neither reasonable nor foreseeable for them to be haled to a foreign court. Internet retailers and service providers, by contrast, receive real-world currency for their transactions and often ship physical goods to buyers in foreign states. In the virtual world, a key element of the experience is a community-enforced ignorance of the avatar’s actual location in the real-world. Avatars are virtual world representations chosen by the user, representations that can be from any species or background.\textsuperscript{145} Thus, the closed universe of the virtual world may be more like a separate jurisdiction analogous to what Barlow, Johnson and Post believed the Internet could be\textsuperscript{146} or perhaps the closed universe may imply acceptance of all possible jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{147}

2. Quality of Contacts

Looking back to the example of Al and Bowser transacting in Third Life, it is not clear whether Al directed activity at the forum to satisfy minimum contacts.\textsuperscript{148} After all, the virtual currency he received in Third Life did not indicate from where Bowser purchased the virtual widget. There was also no shipping address to which Al could mail the widget. In \textit{Calder v. Jones}, the Supreme Court recognized that to purposefully direct activity into the forum state, “the defendant allegedly must have (1) committed an intentional act, (2) expressly aimed at the forum state, (3) causing harm the defendant knows is likely to be suffered in the

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\item See supra notes 83–84 and accompanying text (discussing the anonymity created and fostered in Second Life).
\item See \textit{Lastowka}, supra note 38, at 9–10.
\item Barlow, supra note 4; Johnson & Post, supra note 5, at 1367; \textit{Lastowka}, supra note 38, at ch. 5 (discussing jurisdictional issues in virtual worlds, concluding that virtual worlds require separate jurisdictions); \textit{infra} I.B.3.
\item Cf. Reidenberg, supra note 22, at 1956.
\item See \textit{Calder}, 465 U.S. at 789.
\end{thebibliography}
forum state.” Based on the Supreme Court’s holding, it is uncertain whether Al could have satisfied the Calder test.

Applying the “sliding scale” test articulated in Zippo, user participation in virtual worlds could possibly be considered active as sellers in virtual worlds know that purchasers can come from any forum. But, the problem of reaching into the forum state still exists. Even applying Zippo, there is no clear availment of a particular forum.

Moreover, a retailer in a virtual world has no way of determining how much contact they have with a given forum or how much contact with a given forum will be sufficient to purposefully avail themselves of a particular forum. While the courts are split on whether one eBay transaction will satisfy minimum contacts, it will likely be more difficult for courts to determine whether one virtual world transaction will satisfy minimum contacts. It is also quite possible that a court may find that contacts with a given jurisdiction are insufficient based on the lack of purposeful direction into any particular forum, making specific jurisdiction impossible for any case arising out of a virtual dispute between two parties located in separate jurisdictions.

The issue of quality of contacts brings up the more essential question of whether harm can even exist in the virtual world. If not, the question of jurisdiction is irrelevant. Some people may

149 Id. at 789–90. See also Yahoo! Inc. v. La Ligue Contre Le Racisme et L’Antisemitsme, 433 F.3d 1199, 1206 (9th Cir. 2006) (en banc).
152 See id.
153 See id.
155 Case law appears to be extremely divided on this in the realm of Internet cases, so finding sufficient contacts with any real-world forum in virtual spaces seems extremely difficult to justify. See infra Part II.b.1. To date, no case exists discussing personal jurisdiction for virtual world-based disputes between two virtual world users.
believe that virtual worlds are games people spend money on, knowing full well that they cannot derive any pecuniary benefit from the virtual worlds. Moreover, one may believe that a harm caused in the virtual world only affects an avatar, not an actual person. However, many virtual worlds allow for a form of in-world property rights where users can buy and sell items with each other for in-world currency that may be cashed in for real-world currency. Thus, if Al infringes on Bowser’s copyrighted work in Third Life, even though the harm is in a virtual world currency, there is still a cognizable harm.

3. In Personam Jurisdiction

In personam jurisdiction issues can be illustrated by looking back at our example of a virtual world dispute. By operating in a virtual world that exists in every forum, Al may have injured Bowser in every forum where Al sold his virtual wares. Bowser may then be able to bring suit for copyright infringement in the forum of his choosing.

One could assume that once an individual enters and conducts business in a virtual world, the individual automatically avails himself of all jurisdictions. Under this theory of worldwide availment, interacting and transacting business in a virtual world should give one the reasonable impression that he or she may be sued in any jurisdiction, assuming the virtual world is accessible to anyone. Business owners and operators should know that the

---

156 The “Mr. Bungle” philosophy: even though an individual clearly suffered significant emotional harm, the distance between the avatar and the individual is the focus. See Dibbel, supra note 74 (noting that at his “hearing,” Mr. Bungle opined that none of his actions in LambdaMoo had any effect on the real world).


159 See Reidenberg, supra note 22, at 1954–58 (discussing personal jurisdiction and applying substantive law regarding individuals violating the laws of different jurisdictions).

160 See First Amended Complaint, supra note 122, at ¶ 1 (plaintiff’s virtual world business brought suit against a virtual world business based in a different state in the plaintiff’s home state).
people they interact with may come from anywhere in the world, and thus they should accept the consequences of their business dealings. The business owner would have to view the potential for being sued in any foreign state as a cost of doing business. Although business owners may be blind to the location of the people they interact with, they are willfully blind.

The worldwide availment approach penalizes the virtual world business owner. If Al sells virtual widgets in a virtual world to other avatars, he would have to ascertain beforehand the state in which the purchaser resides before completing the transaction if he wants to avoid being sued in an inconvenient forum. In virtual worlds that are predicated on fantasy, breaking out of character would disrupt the fantasy. Further complicating the issue is the use of virtual currency. Because transactions in a virtual space may use the virtual world’s currency as opposed to credit cards, it may be impossible for a virtual business owner to know the location of customers. The business owner then has the take-it or leave-it option of doing business in a virtual world and potentially being sued in any country, or not participating at all. Worldwide availment would therefore create an economic disincentive for business owners.

Furthermore, worldwide availment may be incompatible with minimum contacts under Calder. Looking to the Seventh Circuit, Tamburo noted that some jurisdictions have read Calder

---

161 See Lastowka, supra note 38, at 45–47 (discussing avatars as a representation of the user). Club Penguin, a virtual world geared towards children, actually prohibits revealing personal information. See id. at 97. While this is likely to protect Club Penguin’s operators from violating the Child Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”), it nonetheless exists, preventing users from revealing their identities and locations. 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501–06 (2006).


narrowly, applying only where the defendant has “expressly aimed its tortious conduct at the forum, and thereby made the forum the focal point of the tortious activity.”\textsuperscript{164} Even read more broadly, courts have found Calder’s “express aiming” requirement to target “a plaintiff whom the defendant knows to be a resident of the forum state.”\textsuperscript{165} The activity in a virtual world hardly seems to be expressly aimed at any particular forum, but rather more consciously open to possibly any forum. Satisfying the Calder test will depend on a court’s view of whether entering a virtual world expressly aims contact at the entire world, and whether an avatar, acting with such willful blindness toward that fact, accepts his fate.

4. Applicable Law

An expansive view of in personam jurisdiction, as discussed above, necessitates an expansive view of which country’s law should apply in settling the dispute. If Al sells virtual art in Third Life from his computer in Vancouver, Canada and Bowser thinks the art violates his IP rights, Al has potentially violated the copyright laws of many different countries because of the globally-present nature of the Internet. Therefore, if Al violated a foreign copyright, there is a conflict of laws issue.\textsuperscript{166} In Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp. v. iCrave TV, a film studio successfully brought suit against a Canadian video streaming service (with its computer servers located in Canada) in a U.S. court, applying U.S. law, for violating U.S. copyright law.\textsuperscript{167} The streaming service based in Canada claimed to be targeting Canadian users,\textsuperscript{168} arguing that iCrave did not violate Canadian law.\textsuperscript{169} Because users could access it in the United States, iCrave violated U.S. copyright law

\textsuperscript{164} Tamburo v. Dworkin, 601 F.3d 693, 704 (7th Cir. 2010) (citing ESAB Group, Inc. v. Centricut, Inc., 126 F.3d 617, 625 (4th Cir. 2005)).
\textsuperscript{165} Id. (citing Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta Nat’l Inc., 223 F.3d 1082, 1087 (9th Cir. 2000)).
\textsuperscript{166} See Reidenberg, supra note 22, at 1956–57 (discussing Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp. v. iCrave TV, Nos. Civ.A. 00-121, Civ.A. 00-120, 2000 WL 255989, at *3 (W.D. Pa. Feb. 8, 2000), noting that sovereign authorities assert themselves against Internet activists trying to subvert national law in arguing for “Internet separatism,” referred to in this Note as Cyberspace Jurisdiction).
\textsuperscript{167} iCrave TV, Nos. Civ.A. 00-121, Civ.A. 00-120, 2000 WL 255989, at *3.
\textsuperscript{168} Id.
\textsuperscript{169} Id. at *8.
and could be subject to personal jurisdiction in the United States. Therefore, if Al, acting in the virtual world from his home computer in Vancouver, Canada violated U.S. copyright law, one could argue that he could potentially be sued in the United States. Even if Al only dealt with a minority of users coming from the United States, because he violated United States copyright law in addition, possibly, to other country’s copyright laws, Bowser could choose to bring suit in the forum that is both more convenient to him and provides better remedies and protections for copyright holders. Thus, someone in Al’s position would have to comply with the strictest international laws to ensure that no other country or individual within a foreign country will file suit.

5. EULAs

EULAs have choice of law and forum provisions to address disputes between sovereigns and users. The sovereigns certainly have an interest in maintaining stability in their community, and a EULA provision calling for a single forum for adjudication may be helpful in providing guidance to users.

Contracts concerning domestic disputes are shown great deference by courts, and they can be used to create a single forum for dispute resolution and set binding terms for the dispute-resolution process. In AT&T Mobility, LLC v. Concepción, 131 S. Ct. 1740 (2011) (5-4 majority opinion) (holding that arbitration agreements are binding); Carnival Cruise Lines v. Shute, 499 U.S. 585, 589, 596 (1991) (upholding a choice of forum provision regarding a cruise line ticket).

170 Id. at *3–4. The Court asserted personal jurisdiction over two defendant founders of iCrave because they resided in the forum state, but had to go through a more lengthy analysis of whether iCrave could be subject to personal jurisdiction there. Id.

171 See, e.g., id. at *3 (in discussing subject-matter jurisdiction the court noted that, “although the streaming of the plaintiffs’ programming originated in Canada, acts of infringement were committed within the United States when United States citizens received and viewed defendants’ streaming of the copyrighted materials.”); see also id. at *4–5 (holding that the forum state had both general and specific personal jurisdiction over the defendants because they had an office in a state and because their activities within the forum gave rise to the cause of action).

172 See, e.g., Terms of Service, supra note 49, at §12.


the Supreme Court held that a telephone subscription contract provision compelling arbitration and essentially preventing class actions was conscionable under the Federal Arbitration Act ("FAA"). In *Concepcion*, cell phone subscribers brought a class action against their service provider. However, all AT&T subscribers in the litigation had agreed in their subscription contracts to individually-brought binding arbitration, effectively preventing any type of class action lawsuit or arbitration. A California judicial rule previously articulated in *Discover Bank v. Superior Court* suggested that a class arbitration waiver was unconscionable. However, the *Concepcion* Court held that the FAA, which makes agreements to arbitrate “valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract,” pre-empted *Discover Bank*.

After *Concepcion*, Sony Entertainment Network, the online service provider for content on the Playstation 3 platform, updated its EULA to provide for binding arbitration. The terms of service explicitly state in bold, capital letters:

This agreement contains a binding individual arbitration and class action waiver provision in section 15 that affects your rights under this agreement and with respect to any “dispute” (as defined below) between you and [all Sony]

---

175 Id. at 1753.
176 Id. at 1742, 1744.
177 Id. at 1744.
178 113 P.3d 1100 (9th Cir. 2005).
179 *Concepcion*, 131 S. Ct. at 1745.
181 *Concepcion*, 131 S. Ct. at 1753.
affiliates, parents, or subsidiaries . . . referred to below as “Sony entities”[]. You have a right to opt out of the binding arbitration and class action waiver provisions as further described in section 15.184

The agreement further includes an individual binding arbitration clause requiring the American Arbitration Association (“AAA”) or JAMS185 to preside over dispute resolution. While the terms of the EULA may make it seem like a contract of adhesion,186 Concepcion provided for a presumption that individual arbitration agreements are valid.187

In November 2011, Microsoft, the manufacturer of the Xbox 360 game console, followed Sony’s lead by updating its EULA to provide for binding arbitration as well.188

B. How to Proceed with Virtual World Disputes: Some Useful Guidance from Scholars and Parallels to Other Areas of Law

To aid in the resolution of real-world conflict of laws, venue and jurisdiction issues in virtual world-based disputes one can seek guidance from analogies to other online disputes and patent cases and scholarly discussion of a cyber-jurisdiction. Internet-based disputes, the creation of the Federal Circuit, and the idea proposed in the 1990s of a separate Cyberspace Jurisdiction all shed light on the current status of virtual world disputes as well as its potential future.

184 Sony ToS, Version 12, supra note 183.
185 Id. at ¶15.
186 See Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc., 487 F. Supp. 2d 593, 597 (E.D. Pa. 2007) (holding a EULA arbitration clause to be both procedurally and substantively unconscionable where the agreement was an adhesion contract, the user had no bargaining power and the terms were one-sided and hidden from the user).
1. Online Disputes

The closest relative we have to the virtual world is the Internet and cases relating to Internet-based transactions provide the closest analogy. Cases arising out of Internet-based disputes can help provide insight into how a court may find personal jurisdiction in virtual worlds.

As noted above, courts have either applied the Zippo sliding scale or rejected it in favor of a traditional minimum contacts analysis. In *Yahoo! Inc. v. La Ligue Contre Le Racisme et L’Antisemitisme*, the Ninth Circuit heard a case arising out of a dispute in France. In France, Yahoo! users were able to view websites that auctioned Nazi memorabilia, in violation of a French penal law prohibiting the display of images of Nazi objects. Yahoo! also displayed advertisements in French targeted at French users. The French organizations, La Ligue Contre Le Racisme et L’Antisemitisme ("LICRA") and L’Union Des Etudiants Jurifs de France ("UJEF"), brought suit in France, alleging violation of
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189 See supra Part I.A.
190 433 F.3d 1199 (9th Cir. 2006) (en banc).
191 See id. at 1201.
the French penal law.\textsuperscript{195} Despite Yahoo!’s objections that 1) France could not exercise personal jurisdiction over a United States-based company with servers located in the United States and 2) there was no technological solution which would enable it to fully comply with the terms of the order, the Court ruled in favor of LICRA.\textsuperscript{196}

Yahoo! then sought a declaratory judgment in the Northern District of California that the French judgment would not be enforceable in the United States.\textsuperscript{197} The Ninth Circuit declined to issue the declaratory judgment enjoining the enforcement of the French decree.\textsuperscript{198} This case demonstrated that service providers cannot forum shop to try to escape personal jurisdiction and the substantive law of the jurisdictions in which they operate.\textsuperscript{199} Technology enables users to communicate with the world, and with worldwide communication, users may need to be prepared to litigate in a foreign jurisdiction regardless of where the host servers are physically located. The issue in virtual worlds is what level of contact is necessary and what level of contact exists.\textsuperscript{200} Specifically, the question arises: Are contacts in the virtual world incidental to actions taking place in the forum, or can the awareness of the global-reaching nature of the Internet support worldwide jurisdiction for virtual world participants?\textsuperscript{201}


\textsuperscript{197} Yahoo! Inc. v. La Ligue Contre Le Racisme et L’Antisemitisme, 433 F.3d 1199 (9th Cir. 2006) (en banc). The practice of choosing a more favorable forum is known as “forum shopping.” \textit{See} Reidenberg, \textit{supra} note 22, at 1953.

\textsuperscript{198} \textit{Yahoo!}, 433 F.3d at 1224; Reidenberg, \textit{supra} note 22, at 1952.

\textsuperscript{199} Reidenberg, \textit{supra} note 22, at 1956 (implying that service providers who do not use geolocation filtering “purposefully avail” themselves of the rights and protections of the laws of all of the forums where they can be accessed).

\textsuperscript{200} \textit{See supra} I.A.2.

\textsuperscript{201} Cf. \textit{supra} note 154 (comparing cases regarding personal jurisdiction derived from single eBay transactions with conflicting results).
In *People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp.*, a New York state court convicted an Antigua-based Internet casino of illegal gambling within the state. The defendant argued that it had not violated New York law because the site operated from Antigua. Moreover, users were asked to include a permanent address upon registering to use the website and if the address entered was not in a state that permitted gambling, World Interactive Gaming Corp. ("WIGC") would not let the user play. However, the court noted that any user could easily circumvent this by entering a false address. Thus, even though WIGC had attempted to prevent users from New York from using its service, the court enjoined the website’s operation because of the ease of circumvention of these measures.

Since *World Interactive Gaming Corp.*, the United States government has taken more extreme measures to prevent Internet gambling websites from reaching U.S. computer screens by seizing their domain names with arrest warrants. On April 15, 2011, the U.S. government took over the domain names of three of the largest poker websites, displaying a search warrant graphic on the main pages of these sites in place of their typical welcome screens. When the arrest warrant was issued, a federal grand
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203 *Id.* at 851.
204 *Id.* at 847, 850–51.
205 *Id.* at 847, 851.
206 *Id.* at 854. Recently, the New York Attorney General indicted several foreign online gambling websites for allowing users in the United States to gamble online and circumvent United States online gambling laws. Press Release, United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York, Manhattan U.S. Attorney Charges Principals of Three Largest Internet Poker Companies with Bank Fraud, Illegal Gambling Offenses and Laundering Billions in Illegal Gambling Proceeds (Apr. 15, 2011), available at http://www.virtualworldlaw.com/scheinbergetalindictmentpr.pdf (stating “[f]oreign firms that choose to operate in the United States are not free to flout the laws they don’t like simply because they can’t bear to be parted from their profits”). Michael A. Geist argues that the court in *WIGC* used the “targeting” approach to determine personal jurisdiction, providing support for eliminating the Zippo test. See Geist, *supra* note 6, at 1381.
207 See Nathaniel Popper & Tiffany Hsu, *Feds Call Poker Sites’ Bet; Major Online Venues are Shut Down and Their Founders Charged with Bank Fraud*, L.A. TIMES, Apr. 16, 2011, at A1; see also POKERSTARS.COM, http://www.pokerstars.com (last visited Sept. 14, 2011) (showing Poker Star’s statement on the blocking of players from the U.S. due to FBI’s domain name seizure, pursuant to arrest warrant).
208 See Popper & Hsu, *supra* note 208; see, e.g., POKERSTARS.COM, *supra* note 207.
jury charged eleven individuals with bank fraud, money laundering, and violating gambling laws. After a 2006 law was passed barring websites from taking payments for “unlawful” online gambling, without defining the term “unlawful,” several sites shut down or moved abroad, likely hoping that the United States could not prosecute them if they were operating from another jurisdiction. However, the FBI and the United States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York have been working to prosecute the operators of the gambling websites in New York. With the help of Interpol, the FBI is trying to bring these international defendants to face trial in the United States.

In _Chloe v. Queen Bee of Beverly Hills, LLC_ a French handbag manufacturer brought suit for trademark infringement in New York against an Alabama and California-based counterfeiter. The Second Circuit found that Queen Bee purposefully availed itself of New York law when it shipped a single counterfeit Chloe bag into New York. The Second Circuit reasoned that even though there was no evidence that any more counterfeit Chloe bags were sold in New York, Queen Bee availed itself of New York law by merely offering the counterfeit Chloe bags for sale there. Since more Chloe bags easily could have been sold in New York, there were sufficient minimum contacts to confer specific personal jurisdiction in New York.

These cases illustrate that sometimes technological contact with individuals can be sufficient to warrant jurisdiction in a plaintiff’s home forum under the law of a plaintiff’s home forum. But the analogy of Internet-based disputes to the virtual
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209 Popper & Hsu, _supra_ note 208.
210 _Id._
211 _Id._
212 _Id._
213 616 F.3d 158 (2d Cir. 2010).
214 _See id._ at 162.
215 _Id._ at 167.
216 _Id._
217 _Id._
218 _See generally, e.g., id.;_ Yahoo! Inc. v. La Ligue Contre Le Racisme et L’Antisemitisme, 433 F.3d 1199 (9th Cir. 2006) (en banc); People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp., 714 N.Y.S.2d 844 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1999); Popper & Hsu, _supra_ note 207.
world is not perfect and concerns—both about the practical effect of reusing existing jurisdictional tests for a fictional world and, more generally, fairness and justice—remain.

2. The Federal Circuit

In virtual disputes, the risk of being haled into a court in any forum in the real world is contrary to the notion of virtual world participation, and perhaps Internet usage generally. Similar issues have arisen in the context of patent disputes.

Prior to the Federal Court Improvement Act of 1982 (―FCIA‖), the number of appeals of patent cases increased dramatically during the 1960s and 1970s.\(^{219}\) Some argued that this rise in appeals brought inconsistent judgments.\(^{220}\) To remedy the caseload crisis, court observers suggested creating new judgeships.\(^{221}\) Others proposed the creation of specialty courts for tax and patent cases and national courts of appeal.\(^{222}\) It was clear that the courts required some modifications to handle appellate patent cases.\(^{223}\)

In 1982, Congress took action, creating the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit—a central locale for settling patent and government claims disputes.\(^{224}\) This court has exclusive jurisdiction over appeals from all district courts in patent litigation and hears cases arising from claims against the federal government, including intellectual property claims and patent claims.\(^{225}\) Congress created this circuit to provide uniformity in the law, centralize patent appeals, and better organize government claims cases.\(^{226}\)

\(^{219}\) Id. at 555.

\(^{220}\) Id. at 555–56.

\(^{221}\) Id. at 556. This potential solution, however, could have created more inconsistency.

\(^{222}\) Id. at 556–57.

\(^{223}\) Id. at 554–55.


establishment, the Federal Circuit “has clarified many aspects of patent law and made it more coherent as a whole.”

While the Federal Circuit has alleviated many problems, it has not done so without difficulty. Courts initially struggled to define the limits of the Federal Circuit’s jurisdiction. In *C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Schwarz*, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held that it has inherent jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction. To hold otherwise would have allowed any lower court to determine the Federal Circuit’s jurisdiction.

The analogy to the Federal Circuit illustrates that the legal system has addressed jurisdictional issues before and has successfully resolved those issues through the courts. Essentially, by creating a single location wherein these problematic issues involving parties and parts from different jurisdictions across the globe could be settled, the jurisdictional questions was taken off of the table. A similar action may be called for in the case of virtual world disputes.

3. Cyberspace Jurisdiction

Scholars have also provided some helpful suggestions in how to deal with virtual world disputes. As the Internet gained popularity during the 1990s, academics and enthusiasts espoused the idea of cyberspace as a separate jurisdiction. There were two models for rules concerning personal jurisdiction in cyberspace—one theoretical and one traditional. The theoretical
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227 Seamon, *supra* note 224, at 545.
229 716 F.2d at 877.
230 *Id.* (“As the arbiter of our own jurisdiction, we necessarily have the power to decide the threshold question whether the district court has jurisdiction . . . independent of the conclusion reached by the district court.”).
231 See William S. Byassee, *Jurisdiction of Cyberspace: Applying Real World Precedent to the Virtual Community*, 30 Wake Forest L. Rev. 197, 199 (1995) (“In a very relevant sense, cyberspace is a new, and separate, jurisdiction.”).
camp argued that because there is no contact with the physical
world, traditional notions of personal jurisdiction are inapplicable
online.\textsuperscript{233} Meanwhile, traditionalists urged that cyberspace exists
in a jurisdiction just as much as any telephony system.\textsuperscript{234}
Traditionalists believe that because “cyberspace is really
interconnected lines and hardware based in fixed locations around
the world, courts have the power to exercise personal jurisdiction
over a cyberspace-based action in the same manner as it would any
other case.”\textsuperscript{235}

The theoretical model has failed to gain traction.\textsuperscript{236} Greg
Lastowka and Dan Hunter argue that the Internet-as-a-jurisdiction
concept never took off because the Internet had not become an
independent self-regulating community, but merely became
another vehicle for communicating.\textsuperscript{237} Michael A. Geist, a
traditionalist, noted that with the evolution of theories on the
boundaries of the Internet, it became clear that the Internet could
not self-regulate.\textsuperscript{238} National sovereignty could not be undermined
by the notion of a borderless Internet.\textsuperscript{239}

\textsuperscript{233} Id. at 127–28. See also Johnston & Post, supra note 6, at 1370–71 (1996)
(“Cyberspace has no territorially based boundaries, because the cost and speed of
message transmission on the Net is almost entirely independent of physical location.
Messages can be transmitted from one physical location to any other location . . . without
any physical cues or barriers that might otherwise keep certain geographically remote
places and people separate from one another.”).
\textsuperscript{234} See Byassee, supra note 233, at 197; Rothman, supra note 231, at 128.
\textsuperscript{235} Rothman, supra note 231, at 128. See also Byassee, supra note 231, at 198 n.5 (“As
commonly used today, cyberspace is the conceptual ‘location’ of the electronic
interactivity available using one’s computer.”).
\textsuperscript{236} Rothman, supra note 231, at 128.
\textsuperscript{237} F. Gregory Lastowka & Dan Hunter, The Laws of Virtual Worlds, 92 Cal. L. Rev.
1, 69 (2004). See also Allen R. Stein, Personal Jurisdiction and the Internet: Seeing Due
(“[T]he Internet does not pose unique jurisdictional challenges. People have been
inflicting injury on each other from afar for a long time.”).
\textsuperscript{238} Michael A. Geist, Cyberlaw 2.0, 44 B.C. L. Rev. 323, 357 (2003) (“The existence of
a borderless Internet and bordered laws implies that governments lacked the moral
authority to apply their rules to people who had not elected them sovereign.”).
\textsuperscript{239} Id. Geist also acknowledged, however, that with a need for enforcing laws against
local effects, this has brought extra-territorial statutes that can make it more difficult to
enforce national laws and policies. Id. at 332–33 (“Version 1.0 of cyberlaw was
highlighted by the inability to enforce national laws against activities with local effects
occurring outside the jurisdiction, which served as the primary threat to national
Greg Lastowka built upon the model proposed by the theoretical camp in the 1990s, arguing more narrowly that the virtual world—but not cyberspace generally—should be a separate jurisdiction. Lastowka argued that virtual worlds are truly separate spaces because they are boundless communities and they self-regulate. Therefore, virtual world sovereigns are in the best place to regulate their users’ activity and, in fact, want to create the best possible environment for them, similar to how Disney World has rules in its parks to improve the visitor experience. But, Lastowka conceded: “It seems doubtful that existing territorial governments will spontaneously recognize virtual jurisdictions as zones of legal autonomy merely because such autonomy might be deemed legitimate as a matter of political philosophy by legal commentators.”

Lastowka’s critics in the traditionalist camp might argue that a participant in a virtual world, that can be accessed by any computer in any jurisdiction, simultaneously accepts and agrees to comply with the laws of any jurisdiction he or she accesses. Thus, one should be as wary of violating foreign laws in the virtual world as on the Internet. Providing support for the traditionalists’ argument is the fact that virtual worlds are identical to the Internet in structure. However, analyzing jurisdiction by examining physical construction may be too simple a response to a more complex problem. Nevertheless, scholars and theoretical debate have constructed and deconstructed methods of securing proper jurisdiction for virtual world disputes that may be useful in determining the best solution.

sovereignty. In version 2.0, the greater challenge is proving to be aggressive extra-territorial statutes that hamper states’ ability to enforce national law and policy inside the jurisdiction.”.

240 LASTOWKA, supra note 38, at 88 (discussing jurisdictional issues in virtual worlds, arguing that the importance of a separate jurisdiction of virtual worlds should not be overlooked).

241 Id.

242 See id. at 89.

243 Id.

244 Cf. Stein, supra note 234, at 411 (discussing the possibility of Internet users subjecting themselves to the laws of numerous jurisdictions).


246 See Byassee, supra note 230, at 200–03.
4. Online Dispute Resolution

As online disputes became more commonplace, academics and entrepreneurs sought remedies to facilitate dispute resolution between parties. Susan Nauss Exon advocated for an international Cybercourt that would address disputes arising from Internet communications and transactions. It would derive authority from consenting countries pursuant to a treaty or convention, similar to the creation of the European Court of Justice, European Court of Human Rights or International Court of Justice. While it would be located in one physical location, participants from around the world could appear from remote locations using courtroom technology.

Cybersettle.com provides an innovative online dispute resolution service. Users wishing to resolve a dispute create an account on Cybersettle.com and provide basic information about the claim. The user then lists three acceptable settlement amounts, which Cybersettle keeps hidden from the opposing party. Cybersettle contacts the other party to access the claim and allows them to provide a blind settlement offer. If the offer is not equal to or less than the amount that the other party is willing...
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248 Id.

249 Id.

250 Id.

251 See About Cybersettle, supra note 247.


253 Id.

254 Id.
to pay, the party may submit up to two more settlement offers.\textsuperscript{255} If an additional offer is equal to or less than the complainant’s offer, the case settles.\textsuperscript{256} If not, the case is over and the complainant will have to initiate a new claim.\textsuperscript{257}

Another service, ODR World, offers online assisted negotiation, mediation and arbitration services.\textsuperscript{258} ODR World uses chat rooms and message boards to connect the parties in a dispute with a third-party mediator or arbitrator.\textsuperscript{259} The process for resolving a dispute via online mediation and arbitration are similar to the procedures used by Cybersettle: a user files a claim and the second party is notified via e-mail.\textsuperscript{260} If the second party agrees to settle via mediation/arbitration, the parties utilize message boards and chat rooms to resolve the dispute.\textsuperscript{261} In the case of arbitration, the arbitrator ultimately delivers an opinion.\textsuperscript{262}

In addition to online mediation and arbitration services, iCourthouse provides an Internet courtroom service.\textsuperscript{263} People using iCourthouse file a complaint, serving it on a defendant via email.\textsuperscript{264} The parties then agree to be bound to a user agreement and rules of procedure.\textsuperscript{265} The parties provide opening statements, evidence and closing arguments.\textsuperscript{266} Other iCourthouse users can sign up to be jurors on a case, allowing them to pose questions to the parties, review the evidence, and reach a verdict.\textsuperscript{267}

\\n
\textsuperscript{255} Id.  
\textsuperscript{256} Id.  
\textsuperscript{257} Id.  
\textsuperscript{259} Id.  
\textsuperscript{261} Arbitration, supra note 260; Mediation, supra note 260.  
\textsuperscript{262} Arbitration, supra note 260.  
\textsuperscript{265} Id.  
\textsuperscript{266} Id.  
Other websites have their own internal dispute resolution procedures. eBay’s Resolution Center allows buyers and sellers in the eBay online marketplace to settle disputes internally through eBay’s website. Buyers and sellers with eBay user accounts can file a claim against another user. eBay then contacts the other party and attempts to resolve the issue. Occasionally, eBay gets involved; eBay controls user accounts, so it can issue refunds for users in the event sellers are nonresponsive.

Online dispute resolution services have origins in the theoretical model of Cyberspace Jurisdiction. David Post, a proponent of creating a separate cyberspace jurisdiction, founded the Virtual Magistrate Project, an early online dispute resolution service. Moreover, Susan Nauss Exon’s discussion of the creation of a virtual court suggests that the Internet is inherently borderless and that a virtual court is the only fair way to resolve online disputes.

C. Potential Solutions

The lack of certainty surrounding a physical jurisdiction for virtual world dispute resolution creates a lack of uniformity as real-world litigation derived from virtual world interactions increases. As mentioned above, courts may not know whether a country’s substantive law may apply or whether they can exert personal jurisdiction over a defendant. Substantive law and personal...
jurisdiction issues across different forums necessitate a uniform approach to provide clear guidance to virtual world users.

1. No Solution: Worldwide Availment

As discussed above, worldwide availment harms the virtual business owner in allowing plaintiffs to bring lawsuits in any forum even though the defendant may not have purposefully directed activity to the forum, beyond participation in a globally-accessible virtual world.280 A court may not find a defendant’s willful blindness of the location of a plaintiff-avatar compelling enough to avoid personal jurisdiction.281 After all, it is abundantly clear that the defendant may be engaging in business activity with buyers located around the world.282 Worldwide availment is a foreseeable and reasonable solution for virtual world businesses.283 There is a strong argument for considering worldwide availment a cost of doing business.284 Moreover, given the relatively small number of virtual world-based disputes currently in the courts, the virtual world business owner may not need to raise prices of virtual goods when factoring in worldwide availment as a cost of doing business.

Worldwide availment seems favorable under the traditionalist approach to cyber-jurisdiction.285 Because virtual world participants utilize the Internet architecture that reaches all jurisdictions, it should be understood that they could violate and be subject to foreign laws.286 Shielding a virtual world user from the laws of another jurisdiction, when that user has violated the jurisdiction’s laws, would encourage forum shopping, like that

280 See supra II.A.3.
281 See id.
282 See id.
284 See supra Part II.a.3.
285 See LASTOWKA supra note 38, at 78.
286 See supra Part II.A.3.
which Yahoo! attempted to engage in to avoid complying with a valid French judgment against the company.287

2. Creating a Virtual Court

The idea of a Virtual Court is more analogous to the roots of the Cyberspace Jurisdiction and the Internet court proposed by Susan Nauss Exon than it is to the Federal Circuit.288 Cyberspace Jurisdiction has not gained traction because the Internet has not yet been recognized as a separate community,289 but it seems the Virtual Court concept provides the ideal solution to the jurisdictional problem. Virtual worlds are “independent and self-governing.”290 They have millions of participants worldwide.291 With the growing gross domestic product of virtual worlds,292 the stakes involved have been raised. A group named Ginko Financial created a virtual bank in Second Life that accepted user deposits, promising an interest rate of 40%.293 After it became clear that Ginko could not pay every user who withdrew their funds, Ginko imposed a L$1,000,000294 per day cap on withdrawals.295 At the end of the day, Ginko lost about $750,000 real-world USD.296 In the virtual world EVE Online, one player opened a bank and walked away with close to $120,000 USD in user deposits.297

287 See Yahoo! Inc. v. La Ligue Contre Le Racisme et L’Antisemitisme, 433 F.3d 1199, 1204 (9th Cir. 2006) (en banc) (seeking to invalidate a judgment in a foreign court in a more favorable jurisdiction). See also supra Part II.B.1.
288 Compare supra Part I.B.3 with Part I.B.2. See also supra notes 248–250 and accompanying text (discussing Nauss Exon’s virtual court proposition).
289 See Lastowka & Hunter, supra note 233, at 31.
290 LASTOWKA, supra note 38, at 88.
292 See Takahashi, supra note 52.
294 “L$” are Linden Dollars, the currency in Second Life. 250 Linden dollars are roughly equivalent to one U.S. dollar. Id.
296 Hsu, supra note 256.
297 Id.
individual who stole Qiu Chengwei’s dragon sabre in Legend of Mir 3 sold it for approximately $870.\textsuperscript{298} Virtual financial transactions can have serious real world consequences.

As the stakes get higher, the need for an adjudicating body increases. While virtual world interactions may be dismissed as “games” where the sovereigns must deal with disputes, the real-world implications exist, creating greater potential for virtual world disputes to spill over into real-world courtrooms. The problem may be fixed with a single forum for resolving virtual world-based disputes.

The Virtual Court would be limited in its authority. It would deal exclusively with settling disputes arising from transactions occurring in the virtual world. However, the exact limits of that authority would need to be defined. First, the Court will need to know which cases it may hear; it needs parameters to determine what is and is not a virtual world dispute.\textsuperscript{299} This may be the most difficult part of establishing the Virtual Court. At the 2010 NMC\textsuperscript{300} Conference, “there was some disagreement about what constitutes a virtual world.”\textsuperscript{301} Some participants thought that a definition including anything with a game engine, like World of Warcraft, would be too broad.\textsuperscript{302} Would eBay or Facebook or LinkedIn be considered virtual worlds? Facebook and eBay both provide semi-contained environments where avatars can interact.\textsuperscript{303} Facebook allows avatars\textsuperscript{304} to interact with each other in virtual spaces, play games, and use in-world currency to purchase and sell goods.\textsuperscript{305} eBay allows avatars to buy and sell

\textsuperscript{298} See supra note 51 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{299} See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 1295 (providing for the creation of the Federal Circuit and what cases it hears).
\textsuperscript{301} Chris Clark, What is a Virtual World? NSPIRE\textsuperscript{D} (June 10, 2010), http://ltlatnd.wordpress.com/2010/06/10/what-is-a-virtual-world/.
\textsuperscript{302} Id.
\textsuperscript{304} The Facebook avatar, unlike traditional virtual worlds, is supposed to be the individual’s real identity, as part of the cultural norm created by the environment. See Facebook, supra note 303.
\textsuperscript{305} Id.; About Facebook Credits, FACEBOOK, http://www.facebook.com/help/?page=132013533539778 (last visited Dec. 1, 2011).
goods in an online marketplace using an in-world payment system,\(^\text{306}\) in addition to providing discussion forums, groups and chat rooms for users to interact.\(^\text{307}\)

Furthermore, including Massively Multiplayer Online games (“MMOs”) in the virtual world definition creates a problem because it then invites the comparison with other online games, turning virtually any online game into a virtual world. If World of Warcraft is a virtual world, Madden could also be a virtual world. Some may not have difficulty finding that the online play in Madden constitutes a virtual world, but if it is included in the definition then the breadth of potential suits the Virtual Court would deal with is incredible, potentially usurping cases from existing courts that adjudicate online disputes.\(^\text{308}\) Once a framework is established, the Virtual Court may need to require virtual world start-ups to register with it. The judges then may determine whether each applying virtual world is in fact a virtual world and whether the court may exert jurisdiction over cases arising from disputes in that virtual world. However, this Note is not meant to provide a thorough discussion of what will constitute a virtual world, but merely acknowledges the hurdle to drafting a law calling for the creation of a court that will preside over virtual world appellate cases.

The Virtual Court could be structured similarly to the Cybercourt idea supported by Susan Nauss Exon.\(^\text{309}\) It would hear disputes arising between avatar and avatar, avatar and sovereign, avatar and third-party, or sovereign and third-party in the virtual world. Proceedings could take place in a virtual courtroom established by the United States government or an international adjudicatory body.\(^\text{310}\) This would enable users to litigate from
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\(^{307}\) See eBay, supra note 303.

\(^{308}\) It would then seem like the Virtual Court would preside over all online disputes, effectively creating a cyberspace jurisdiction.

\(^{309}\) See supra notes 247–53 and accompanying text.

\(^{310}\) Judge Richard Posner, who has lectured in Second Life, could be in support of this concept. See Roger Parloff, Judge Posner Takes Book Tour to Virtual World, Fortune
their home states—indeed from their actual home computers—and avoid traveling to another forum.

3. Limiting Jurisdiction Options

Under the “systematic and continuous” test, the home state of a defendant will always be sufficient for personal jurisdiction. 311 This demonstrates that there is at least this one jurisdiction for virtual world litigation even if no other jurisdiction would meet sufficient minimum contacts under *International Shoe.* 312 Potentially, this will also extend to the forum state of the virtual world operator’s principal place of business. 313 Because a sovereign operates a virtual world from his headquarter forum state, it would also likely be a suitable forum for personal jurisdiction.

This does not suggest, however, that the state wherein the virtual world’s hosting servers are located should also be a suitable forum. To speed up gameplay, virtual worlds exist on many computer servers located around the world. If a plaintiff could bring suit in any forum where a virtual world server is located, a plaintiff could bring suit in many possible countries, ending up with an equivalent to worldwide availment. The purpose of limiting the potential jurisdictions is to ensure stability of the virtual world’s integrity and to be fairer to virtual world participants who might otherwise have to anticipate litigation in any forum around the world.

Statutory recognition of the forum state of the virtual world operator or defendants as the only two options for jurisdiction for all sovereign-avatar and avatar-avatar disputes would eliminate some of the uncertainty, and would supplement EULA forum selection and arbitration clauses, which often select one of these


311 *See* Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 415–16 (1984); Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining Co., 342 U.S. 437, 447–48 (1952) (holding that a Philippine corporation had continuous and systematic contacts with the forum state because the company president had an office and conducted business in the forum state).


313 *See* Perkins, 342 U.S. at 447–48.
two jurisdictions anyway for sovereign-avatar disputes.\textsuperscript{314} The justification for these limited jurisdiction options is clear: every user makes sufficient contacts with the jurisdiction by signing up for the virtual world; every user constantly interacts with the virtual world maintained by the sovereigns; any dispute happens on computer servers in the sovereigns’ possession. While not the fairest for all plaintiffs or defendants, it is the simplest solution and the fairest for the sovereigns.

However, this may not be the fairest solution for virtual world users in foreign jurisdictions who allege injuries. In such a case, users living in a foreign country may be dissuaded from litigation because of the trouble caused by going to court in the operator’s jurisdiction. Potential plaintiffs may not be able to bring suit due to the significant expense of finding a lawyer and filing a lawsuit in a distant forum. Exclusive jurisdiction in these fora may therefore encourage virtual world business operators to act with less concern for their customers due to the unlikelihood of being sued.

Limiting the potential jurisdiction for settling disputes arising from virtual world transactions may also threaten the sovereignty of a particular state.\textsuperscript{315} Personal jurisdiction allows states to protect their citizens from harms committed against them and affecting them in the state by allowing them to bring suit in the state.\textsuperscript{316} To not allow for specific personal jurisdiction where a defendant has minimum contacts would effectively undermine state sovereignty.\textsuperscript{317}

The practical result of the limiting jurisdiction solution is that the virtual world sovereign may elect to operate in a state likely to be more favorable to a virtual world operator in any sovereign-

\textsuperscript{314}See e.g., Sony ToS, Version 12, supra note 185; Xbox LIVE Terms of Use, supra note 188.
\textsuperscript{315}Cf. supra note 239 (noting that overreaching extra-territorial statutes threaten national sovereignty).
\textsuperscript{316}See, e.g., Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 487 (1985) (holding that a franchisee contracting with a corporation in the forum state had sufficient minimum contacts with the forum state to warrant specific personal jurisdiction, and that it was reasonably foreseeable that the defendants would be haled into the forum state).
\textsuperscript{317}Cf. supra note 242.
avatar dispute. However, this is no different than the common practice of corporations choosing to incorporate in Delaware for its favorable laws. The end result may be a particular favorable-law forum becoming the new Delaware for virtual worlds.

4. Separate Virtual Spaces Based on Territory

To avoid any potential litigation in a foreign jurisdiction or any substantive law problems with foreign states, virtual worlds may consider a self-help remedy: developing separate virtual spaces based on real-world locations. For example, virtual worlds like Entropia Universe or Second Life could have a planet or island accessible only by users located in New Jersey. Virtual world operators would need to verify user IP addresses to ensure that avatars in the New Jersey virtual space are actually in New Jersey. While this would solve the problems of worldwide jurisdiction and would allow sovereigns to avoid defending suits brought in far away lands, this solution would undermine the goals of the Internet and participation in virtual world communities. Ignoring for a moment the ease with which users can circumvent the IP address verification system, and the complications that arise when a user on vacation out-of-state wants to use the virtual world service, if virtual worlds have to segment by location, the fundamental idea of a separate virtual community is destroyed.

5. Contract: EULAs and Arbitration

The virtual world sovereigns seem well-situated to address user disputes provided they can do so effectively. Avatar-avatar or avatar-sovereign disputes could be settled by a EULA provision providing for virtual arbitration with choice of law provisions.319 While virtual courts may not seem like a viable option to lawmakers at present, EULA virtual arbitration clauses could be

318 Each Internet user has a unique IP address traceable to the user’s location. Internet Service Providers can examine IP addresses to determine what state a user is in. Users can circumvent this by using proxy servers. Proxy servers are computer servers that sit between the user and destination server. They give the destination server the impression that the user is the IP address of the proxy server. Proxy server, PCMag.com, http://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia_term/0,2542,t=proxy+server&i=49892,00.asp#fbid=8ugRzYUHYRT (last visited Oct. 24, 2011).
binding on virtual world participants provided the provisions are conscionable.\(^\text{320}\)

Although it may not initially seem like the sovereign can bind two avatars to settle their virtual world-based disputes because of a lack of privity between avatars in the EULA, several real-world examples suggest the contrary. Cardholder agreements for credit cards require that any dispute over a transaction with a merchant shall require following the cardholder’s dispute resolution procedures.\(^\text{321}\) Both the cardholder and the merchant are in privity with the issuing bank in their separate agreements, but not with each other.\(^\text{322}\) Moreover, in franchise agreements, franchisees may agree to settle any dispute arising from their agreement with the franchisor, including potentially any dispute with a fellow franchisee, in arbitration.\(^\text{323}\) While non-binding, PayPal’s user agreements allow their users to use internal dispute resolution mechanisms.\(^\text{324}\) eBay requires that all sellers adhere to its


\(^{322}\) See, e.g., Credit Card Agreement for Visa Signature and World MasterCard in Capital One Bank (USA), N.A. Chase, supra note 321; Merchant Agreement, supra note 321.

\(^{323}\) See, e.g., Wetzel’s Pretzels Franchise Agreement, FREE FRANCHISE DOCS, http://www.freefranchisedocs.com/wetzels-pretzels-Franchise-Agreement.php (last visited Jan. 25, 2012) (“Any dispute arising out of or in connection with this Agreement, if not resolved by the negotiation and mediation procedures described above, must be determined in Los Angeles County, California, by the AAA.”). This may suggest that because franchisees all agree individually to be bound by the franchise agreement, any dispute arising out of the agreement between franchisees could be referred to arbitration.

resolution process.\textsuperscript{325} eBay also encourages buyers to use its internal mechanisms, although it is not required that buyers use eBay’s Resolution Center.\textsuperscript{326}

Today, arbitration is being used effectively to solve disputes relating to international commercial transactions, and could also provide a remedy for virtual world transaction disputes.\textsuperscript{327} A body like the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Arbitration and Mediation Center,\textsuperscript{328} could preside over virtual world cases with the consent of the sovereigns using contract law.\textsuperscript{329} This quasi-judicial body could be sponsored by an organization like the American Arbitration Association or the International Centre for Dispute Resolution—organizations that provide for alternative dispute resolutions.\textsuperscript{330} Currently, the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) provides a forum for settling intellectual property disputes between parties who have contractually agreed to settle disputes.\textsuperscript{331} Modeling an arbitration forum after that of WIPO (or even adopting WIPO as the arbitration forum) would be beneficial to both virtual world sovereigns and users. This is especially true given that today’s virtual world disputes generally encompass intellectual property issues.\textsuperscript{332}


\textsuperscript{327} See id.


\textsuperscript{329} 9 U.S.C. § 2 (2006). See also Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S 1, 7 (1984) (noting that the Court previously determined that the contractual fixing of a particular forum for dispute resolution “should be honored by the parties and enforced by the courts,” when “made in an arm’s-length negotiation by experienced and sophisticated businessmen”) (citing M/S Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., 407 U.S. 1, 12 (1972)).


\textsuperscript{331} See WIPO, supra note 331, at 2.

Another option for EULA-provided dispute resolution could be an internal cyber-tribunal system. The EULA could stipulate that in the event of a dispute between avatars, they must use an internal arbitration or mediation service akin to eBay’s Resolution Center or the player-supported tribunal in League of Legends. This would obviate the need for an outside mediator or court, keeping the community integrity of the virtual world intact, and would demonstrate the true abilities of the virtual world to exist as a separate community.

Alternatively, in lieu of arbitration clauses, EULA-provided choice of law and forum selection clauses may eliminate any uncertainty. Carnival Cruise Lines, Inc. v. Shute demonstrates how a forum-selection clause may be in the best interest of all parties. In Carnival, tickets for a Carnival cruise contained a forum-selection clause requiring all disputes with Carnival to be resolved in Florida. Eulala Shute boarded a Carnival ship in California and then traveled to Mexico. Shute slipped on a deck mat while the ship was in international waters off the coast of Mexico. Shute brought suit in Washington. The Court held that forum-selection clauses for passenger lawsuits were reasonable because otherwise the cruise line could be subject to lawsuits in different forums and that such clauses create simplicity—litigants would know exactly where to litigate, and a single forum for dispute resolution would ultimately make cruise line tickets less expensive. The Court reversed the appellate court’s determination that Washington was the appropriate jurisdiction for the suit.

334 See supra notes 268–76 and accompanying text.
335 See supra notes 57–60 and accompanying text.
337 Id. at 587–88.
338 Id. at 588.
339 Id.
340 Id.
341 Id. at 593–94.
342 Id. at 589.
The selected forum for virtual world operators could be an internal forum like that of LoL, or could be any particular state. This would allow users to know before entering a virtual world which jurisdiction’s laws apply. Ultimately, contractual provisions do not resolve the jurisdictional problems that arise in the virtual world. Rather, the provisions provide a potential solution for virtual world dispute resolution.

While most virtual worlds today do have arbitration provisions in place to settle avatar-sovereign disputes, EULA language is often limited to the relationship between the avatar and sovereign and may not explicitly address avatar-avatar disputes. A suggestion to sovereigns would be to fill the gap and take a stand on avatar-avatar disputes by providing a forum for the otherwise forumless avatars. Doing so would remedy the uncertainty avatars face when sued by other avatars and encourage business development within virtual worlds.

A problem, however, with using a EULA to settle disputes is that third-parties are not bound by the EULA’s terms. In the event a virtual world participant violates the intellectual property rights of a third-party, the third-party is not compelled by any EULA provisions.

343 See supra note 57.
344 See Terms of Service, supra note 56 (providing for only sovereign-avatar dispute resolution in its EULA, and containing a forum selection and choice-of-law clause for California jurisdiction with the potential for arbitration if the parties mutually agree); WORLD OF WARCRAFT, Terms of Use, supra note 120 (providing for binding arbitration with the American Arbitration Association for sovereign-avatar disputes).
345 See WORLD OF WARCRAFT, Terms of Use, supra note 120.
346 If a virtual world business owner is unsure of where he or she may be sued, the investment necessary to start a virtual world business may not be worthwhile. A dedicated forum for dispute resolution would provide notice to avatars, providing certainty of how disputes will be resolved. A virtual world business owner could then factor in to operating costs the amount necessary for litigating in a specific forum. If I want to start a virtual clothing business, but am worried somewhat that my designs may possible infringe on the trademarks of another avatar, I may be more likely to make the investment of time and money to start the business if I know there is a specific forum or internal procedure for dispute resolution.
III. CONTRACTS AS A BANDAGE, WORLDWIDE AVAILMENT AS SURGERY

Virtual world disputes can best be remedied by a combination of these proposals, set forth plainly in the virtual world sovereign’s EULA or ToS.\footnote{See, e.g., Evans v. Linden Research, Inc., 763 F. Supp. 2d 735 (E.D. Pa. 2011) (upholding the Second Life ToS including a forum-selection clause); see also Totilo, supra note 59 (providing for a community-based dispute resolution system). While the case and article address dispute resolution, Evans did not deal with an avatar vs. avatar dispute (and it does not appear from Linden’s ToS that the forum-selection clause would apply to avatar vs. avatar disputes). See generally Evans, 763 F. Supp. 2d 735; see also Terms of Service, supra note 56, at § 12.2} A virtual world EULA or ToS would act as a bandage covering a growing wound courts are currently unprepared or unable to heal. Provided that any such contract clauses contain conscionable forum-selection, choice of law, and venue provisions, jurisdictions outside the agreed-upon venue could routinely reject hearing virtual world suits.

In the event virtual world disputes become more numerous and the forum-selection clause is used more frequently for avatar-avatar disputes, the courts could declare a purposeful worldwide availment upon transacting business in the virtual world, enabling states to protect their citizens from harms committed against them, having effects in the forum.

A. It’s in the Fine Print

EULAs define the scope of what is and is not permissible in the virtual world.\footnote{See Grimmelmann, supra note 120.} The EULAs also govern how disputes arising within the virtual world are to be resolved.\footnote{Id.} Thus, a provision for a singular forum, or a single arbitration association, as the forum for the dispute resolution with a single state’s choice of law should be binding on the parties and virtual world sovereigns should be encouraged to make such provisions applicable to any dispute—whether avatar-sovereign or avatar-avatar.\footnote{See supra II.C.5 (discussing a single arbitration association as the forum for dispute resolution).} An in-world virtual tribunal system for dispute resolution would also benefit the
avatars by supporting the integrity of the virtual world community.\(^{351}\)

While sovereigns may not have a direct interest in providing a forum-selection clause or choice-of-law provision for disputes arising between avatars (since these disputes do not involve the sovereign), the lack of such clauses may be a disincentive for business owners to operate in the virtual world.\(^{352}\) Business owners seeking to operate in the virtual world may therefore choose to operate only in virtual worlds containing forum-selection clauses. Thus, there is a strong economic incentive for virtual world sovereigns to have forum-selection clauses and choice-of-law provisions to delineate where avatars may sue other avatars.\(^{353}\)

Virtual world sovereigns have much to gain or lose by having EULA provisions that clearly delineate where disputes between their users are to be resolved. Assuming, for a moment, that virtual worlds are interchangeable in terms of functionality and user benefits (and that users actually read the EULA terms), if a virtual world has EULA provisions that do not provide for clear dispute resolution in a given forum with a specific jurisdiction’s applicable law, users may choose to leave the given virtual world for a virtual world that provides a clearer dispute resolution process. When the participants in virtual worlds are business operators, earning their incomes from virtual world-based businesses, the business operators will need assurance that their investments are protected, and that they will not have to litigate abroad in the event of a dispute. Virtual worlds will need to use favorable, clearly phrased EULA terms to compete for users.

\(^{351}\) See supra Part I.C.5.

\(^{352}\) See supra Part II.C.1 (discussing worldwide availment as an economic disincentive because users could be dragged to any foreign court); see also e.g., First Amended Complaint, supra note 122.
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The EULA’s forum-selection clause is supported by the Supreme Court’s holding in Carnival. In Carnival, the Court upheld a forum-selection clause as reasonable because it 1) was in the cruise line’s interest to have a limited forum for dispute resolution, 2) clarified the proper forum for dispute resolution for all potential litigants, and 3) effectively made the cost of providing cruises less expensive. Virtual worlds are analogous. First, it is in any virtual world operator’s interest to have a single forum for dispute resolution; otherwise, parties may litigate in any forum around the world under any country’s law. Second, with a forum-selection clause the parties will not need to incur significant expenses trying to find a proper forum for dispute resolution. Third, a single forum would allow virtual world vendors to provide their products and services at a reduced cost compared to what they would need to charge if they feared they could be subject to litigation in any foreign forum.

EULA-provided forum-selection and choice-of-law provisions will also help the virtual worlds comport with the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Without a pre-determined forum or choice-of-law provision for dispute resolution, there is no sufficient way for a virtual world user to determine if he or she is breaking any foreign jurisdiction’s laws or committing a tort in any jurisdiction.

EULA- and ToS-enforced jurisdiction provide the fairest remedy. While worldwide availment may be a foreseeable consequence of virtual world participation, explicit EULA provisions eliminate the guessing game. These contract provisions will allow users to know where they can sue and be

355 See Carnival, 499 U.S. at 593–94.
356 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV.
357 Compare supra Part II.C.5, with Parts II.C.1–3, and Part II.C.4.
358 See infra Part I.B.
359 See, e.g., Carnival, 499 U.S. at 593–94 (1991) (holding that a cruise line’s forum-selection clause for passenger lawsuits was reasonable because without it the cruise line could be subject to lawsuits in different forums, litigants would know exactly where to litigate, and a single forum for dispute resolution would ultimately make cruise line tickets less expensive).
sued, avoid any ambiguities, and, importantly, comport with the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.360

Moreover, adjudication of disputes via in-world tribunals provides the strongest sense of community for users. Entering a real-world courtroom disrupts the fantasy virtual worlds strive to create. Many virtual world users seek anonymity in virtual worlds and do not want to be identified, as would be necessary in a real-world court proceeding.361 In virtual world tribunals, avatars could remain avatars.

As mentioned above, EULA-supported in-world virtual tribunals cannot bind third-parties whose rights are violated.362 If, for example, an avatar in Second Life were to sell virtual Louis Vuitton handbags infringing on Louis Vuitton trademarks, Louis Vuitton would not be limited in its legal recourse by the EULA or ToS. While the EULA will not be binding on third-parties like Louis Vuitton who have not entered into a contract with the virtual world sovereign, the internal tribunal can be open to third-parties who wish to resolve a dispute with an avatar. If the internal dispute resolution mechanism operates effectively and provides a quick and equitable resolution for the parties involved, it might incentivize third-parties to have their disputes settled within the virtual world as a more appealing alternative to an expensive, time-consuming real-world court.

B. Accepting Worldwide Availment as a Cost of Doing Business

In lieu of the EULA choice-of-law and forum selection clauses, avatars will need to know where in the real world they can bring suit against other avatars. Limiting jurisdiction to the defendant’s home state or the virtual world sovereign’s as the singular forum, while a simple solution, penalizes plaintiffs who have suffered

360 See U.S. CONST. amend. XIV; Int’l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945) (requiring that if an individual is not present in the forum state, due process requires that the individual have “certain minimum contacts . . . such that the maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of foul play and substantial justice.”) (internal quotation marks omitted).
361 See supra notes 91–92 and accompanying text.
362 See supra Part I.C.5.
harm; separate locations in the virtual world corresponding to geography will be constricting on avatars’ desires to exist in a virtual world with individuals from around the world; and, the notion of an international virtual court is superfluous and impractical. The only fair, practical solution for avatars is a worldwide availment of all possible forums.

The argument that a state cannot exert personal jurisdiction over a defendant based on contacts within a virtual world is insufficient. A state’s power to exert personal jurisdiction over a defendant is a necessary tool for the state to protect its citizens from harms committed against its citizens and having effects within its borders. A user deprived of a property right in the virtual world suffers harm where the user lives in the real world because the avatar’s real-world counterpart loses—or forgoes earning—real-world currency. A state’s police power would suffer if it could not supply a remedy for users who experienced this harm in the state.

Worldwide availment satisfies minimum contacts. As previously discussed, there is some question as to whether worldwide availment is proper because of the tenuous contacts with the forum state. One might argue that Calder and Zippo suggest that a virtual world business has not expressly aimed any activity at the forum state, or that the contacts are not active. The contacts in the virtual world, though, are implicitly global. One does not create an avatar and enter a virtual world to not interact with or do business with people outside of the avatar’s home state. Users are keenly aware that they will be routinely meeting individuals from around the world in the virtual space. This is part of a virtual world’s appeal. To suggest then that one cannot be sued in a forum state because the user did not know the location of the specific individual who brought suit would provide

363 See supra Part I.C.3.
365 See supra Part I.C.2.
366 See supra Part I.C.1.
367 See supra Part I.A.2.
368 See supra Part I.A.3.
369 See supra Part I.A.2
no suitable forum for relief due to the nature of the virtual world structure.

The split-circuit analogs in the eBay transaction cases suggest there is uncertainty as to whether a single online transaction involving the shipment of goods into a state is sufficient to confer personal jurisdiction. However, worldwide availment differs from the eBay cases. In *Boschetto v. Hansing*, the Ninth Circuit rejected the argument that a plaintiff’s home forum could exert personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant based on a single eBay transaction. There were insufficient minimum contacts because the transaction was not part of a “broader e-commerce activity,” but was rather a one-off sale. Business transactions in the virtual world, unlike in the *Boschetto* case, generally cannot be characterized as one-off sales. Virtual world retail businesses do not close shop at the end of the day, but rather allow users in any location at any time to purchase virtual goods; they are continually open in the forum state.

Worldwide availment protects national sovereignty, allowing countries to enforce their laws and protect their citizens. In a virtual world, when an individual harms another located in a different country, the harm is suffered and the wrong is committed in the foreign country. When infringing users can be sued in any forum around the world for violating the rights of an individual, the harmed individual’s rights are validated. Applying the laws of the state of the aggrieved user ensures that the aggrieved user cannot evade the law.

Worldwide availment also validates the rights of third-parties who do not participate in the virtual world. Virtual world rules do not apply to third-parties. If an avatar in a virtual world violates

---

370 See *supra* note 154 and accompanying text.
371 *Boschetto v. Hansing*, 539 F.3d 1011, 1018 (9th Cir. 2008).
372 *Id.* (“Here, the eBay listing was not part of broader e-commerce activity; the listing temporarily advertised a good for sale and that listing closed once the item was sold, thereby extinguishing the Internet contact for this transaction within the forum state (and every other forum”).
373 See *supra* Part II.C.3
374 See *supra* notes 166–71 and accompanying text.
375 See *supra* notes 166–71 and accompanying text.
376 See *supra* Part I.C.5 (noting that EULAs do not apply to third-parties).
the intellectual property rights of an individual located in the real-world, the avatar should expect that he or she could be haled into court in the individual’s home forum. The third-party suffers harm everywhere because the virtual world user violates his Intellectual Property rights in an environment that connects people from all over the world.

Worldwide availment provides the fairest solution for all of the parties involved and keeps the integrity of the virtual world intact. A criticism of worldwide availment is that it penalizes the defendant who has to find a lawyer in the forum state; however, to not provide for worldwide availment would discourage litigation for those who have been harmed by users in the virtual world. If users harmed in the virtual world could not bring suit in the state in which they felt the effects of that harm, it would encourage anarchy in the virtual world. If Bowser could not sue Al in Bowser’s home state, then Al may feel empowered to disregard the rights of other avatars. The virtual world would be filled with conduct that infringes on the rights of real-world individuals, but due to the anonymous nature of virtual worlds, the infringers would be sheltered from liability.

CONCLUSION

As evidenced by the Minsky, Eros and Amaretto debacles, virtual world sovereigns are not always able to provide a proper resolution for in-world disputes. Where virtual worlds fail to provide the appropriate remedy, real world courts must step in to adjudicate matters, but may only do so in a manner that would not violate the due process rights (for United States citizens) or general sentiments of fairness. Encouraging sovereigns to include explicit contract provisions in their EULAs or ToS provides for the easiest, most contained solution to the jurisdictional problem of

377 See supra Part I.C.1.
379 See U.S. CONST. amend. XIV (“No State shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law”).
virtual world disputes. In the alternative, where real-world court involvement is necessary, worldwide availment is the most equitable solution for all parties involved, offering the most protection for both citizens’ and states’ rights. Doing business in the virtual world comes with a risk of litigation anywhere in the world. To hold otherwise would be to reward community-enforced ignorance and dwarf the rights of all parties involved. To hold otherwise would offend the “traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.”

380 See supra Part I.B.